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Back To School
Seen&Heard Three Wrecks Event Is Planned
Occur Monday At Calloway High
Around
In The City
Murray

Vol. LXXXX No. 243

Thomas A. Turner Installed
President Of Kiwanis Club

The annual "Back to School"
event at Calloway County High
School will be held on Sunday
afternoon, October 19. There
will be an assembly in the
Jeffrey Gymnasium at 2:30 p.m.
where entertainment will b e
provided by the Laker Band
and the high school choruses.

honored for four years perfect
attendance; William M. Boyd
four years; Arlie Scott eight
Three traffic accidents occurryears and J. D. Rayburn 14
Fellow says the Democrats want
years.
President Nixon to get our ed during the rainy weather
Murray guests were Mr. and
troops home from Viet Nam Monday in the city limits of
Mrs. Donald Middleton and Mr.
faster than they sent thlens Murray, according to the reand Mrs. James R. Rice. Lynn
over there. He says they forget ports filed by the officers of
Parents will then be given
Keeling and Richard Moss of
that it took the Demos eight the Murray Police Department.
an opportunity for visitation
the Murray University Circle
years to get the troops there. No injuries were reported.
conferences
with
individual
and
After delivering a stirring "K" Club brought as their
The first occurred at 4:35
the teachers. A social hour and
message based on the theme of guests Shirley Buford and CinWe found some Cheese Spikes p.m. at the intersection of South refreshments
follow
the
will
in
Kiwanis for the year. which is dy Koenne. Club members wives
at the grocery the other day. 9th and Sycamore Streets.
Vehicles involved were a school cafeteria.
"Get Involved in Community present were Mesdames John
This is sort of a cracker, but
All parents are urged to atService", Mr. Dotson installed Ed Fitch, Joseph Rose, John
Is shaped like a spike of one 1963 Oldsmobile driven by Day- tend.
the following officers for the Keene, J. D. Rayburn, Josiah
kind or another. About three ton Lee Lasater of 707 South
new year: President, Thomas Darnall, Maurice Humphrey,
inches long and with a cheesy 12th Street, Murray, and a 1968
A. Turner; vice-president, John Thomas A. Turner, John Mikulflavor. This is for eating when Chevrolet two door pickup ownH. Keene; treasurer, William cik, William M. Boyd, Arlie
Paul Dotson, It. Governor, Division One, Kentucky - Tennessee District,
you don't want anything in par- ed by Benton Auto Supply Comwith local
M. Boyd; and secretary, Arlie Scott, Donna Rtsmrill, Durward
Klwanlans at the annual "Ladles Night" and Installation of officers.
ticular, but when there is a pany, 504 Maple Street, Murray,
Reading left to right —
and
driven
by
Gene
Alton
Paul
Hill
Dotson,
Thomas
Turner,
John
slight empty feeling that mina
H. Keene, John Mikulcik, Arlie Scott, and William M. Scott. The new Board of Dir- beatty, Harold Eversmeyer and
ectors is as follows: Jack And- Alien Rose.
Boyd.
to be satisfied. Like when you of 916 North 18th Street, Murersen, Durward Beatty, Josiah
want to walk around the yard ray.
Other guests were Mr. and
Darnall, Harold E. Eversmeyer, Mrs. Paul Dotson, Myrvan MohDue to the rain on Staurday,
Lasater, turning left from
Maurice Humphrey, Allen Rose ler, Bill Luebker and David
(Continued on Page Six)
9th Street to Sycamore, failed the Punt, Pass and Kick comand J. D. Rayburn.
Fisher of Benton. Guests from
to see the truck going west on petition will be held WednesSycamore Street and hit it in day, October 15, at 3:30 p.m.
Thomas A. Turner was nam- Mayfield were J. L. Moore, Dalthe left side, according to the at the City Park.
ed "Kiwanian of the Year" by ton Boyd, Jr., Ralph E. Thomas.
A moment of silent Mitt
One hundred and twenty-five
police report.
Secretary Arlie Scott. Turner
Damage was reported to the boys have signed up for the
who is associated with the Mur- as held in honor of Herbert
and
Mr.
Bob
Mrs.
of
Cook
Brooks, a member who passed
right front and fender of the competition.
Hazel, franchise holder for the ray-Calloway County Hospital, way recently. The meeting was
Sneakers (tennis shoes) are
car and to the left side of the
honored
in
manner
in
was
this
By GLEN CARPENTER
outside, only $120.2 million new Holiday Inn of Mayfield, Ful• ourned by Past President
recommended for all competitruck.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — dollars will become available. ton, and Paris, Tenn., will at- recognition of the service he
tions and are required for Dis- A state finance
had rendered during the past ohn Mikulcik after leading the
department ofMinimum
tend
the
Difficult
annual
conference
of
•ledge of allegiance to the flag.
At about the same time a trict, Area, Division, and final ficial dashed cold water in the
"It would be obvious . . . the International Association of year to the club and his comtwo car collision occurred on competition, according to Don face of the Kentucky Education that
munity.
the minimum foundation Holiday Inns in Memphis, Tenn.,
Main Street in front of the Mar- Henry, director.
Past President John Mikulcik
Association Monday by indicat- proposal by KEA would . be a
tober 20-22. Approximately
No special footgear such as ing it would
Oil
ine
Company.
presided at the meeting and
ise -difficult, if not
The Speaker of the Kentucky
IAHI
1100
franchise
holders
(Continued on Page Six)
Involved were a 1966 Anglia football shoes and boots"can Impossible, to totally adopt its
from 50 states, Canada, the Car- Josiah Darnall led in group
House of Representatives, Jultwo door driven by Arthur C. be worn in any level of com- 1970-1972 budgetary proposals.
ian M. Carroll, told an enthusibbean and Europe are expect- singing. Secretary Arlie Scott
petition, Henry added.
presented pins for perfect atiastic gathering of local Demo- LaFollette of 808 North 20th
ed.
The KEA recently revised
tendance for the past year to
crats liseA. night at the Court Street, Murray, and a 1961
from $161.8 million to $2113
Special . events during the Frank Kane, Maurice HumphHouse that "the Democrats are Rambler four door owned by
million its request for additionConference will include a Pray- rey, John Mikulcik and Thomas
coming back." Carroll was the Frank Berry and driven by Caal funds for the next biennium.
er Breakfast featuring evange- Turner. Harold Eversmeyer was
dud speaker in one of a series therine Elizabeth Berry of 1108
During the 1968-1970 period, Funeral services for Otho list Billy Graham and singin
Main
Street,
Murray
of OrgalliZatiOng meetings held
primary and secondary educat- Burton of Murray Route Five star Anita Bryant on October
Mrs. Berry was crossing trafby Democrabi in Murray and
ion and its related fields were were held today at 2:30 p.m. at 21. Joe Garagiola, former maby United Press International
Calloway County in preparatioe fic coming out from the Marine
allocated $563.9 million.
the Seventh and Poplar Church jor league baseball star and
The West was frosty and the
far the election, November 4th. 0i1 Company and collided with
However, propected state re- of Christ with Bro. Bill Three currently one of the hosts on
East balmy as weather and temSpeaker Carroll was introduc- the LaFollette car going east on
venue increases for the next officiating.
the "Today Show" and moderperature extremes continued toed by State Repreeentative Main Street, according to the
two years indicate that at the
clay.
police
report.
Charlie Lassiter who for eight
Active pallbearers were Jack ator on the new "He Said - She
Said" program, will speak at a
Near zero temperatures chillDamage to the LaFollette car
yaws hes represented Morley
Bailey, cnyde Steele. bobby
The Home Economics meet-,ed the Northern and Central
and nags Counties in the state was on the right front fender
Spireland, J. D. Wall, Russell luncheon on October at.
Among Conference discussion ional meeting of the First Dls- Rockies for the second night,
legisiature. Lasater praised Oar- and to the Berry car on the left
Lowry, Randall B. Patterson
topics
will be the Holiday Inn trAct Educational Association and freezing weather extended
rear
quarter
panel.
mid for his courage and leadBurton Young, and Earl Steele.
worldwide
expansion program. was held at the Colonial Housel south ot the Texas Panhandle
ership in the state legiidature.
Honorary pallbearers were
Smorgasbord, Murray, on Fri and east to upper Michigan.
Monday at 6:10 p.m. a collisIn introducing the speaker
Earl Nanny, Harry Russell, Gene The international system plans day, October 10.
tc
have
Cleveland, Columbus and
3,000
Inns
open
around
Representative Lassiter took the ion occurred on U.S. Highway
McDougal, Lenith Rogers, WilGuest speaker for the meetopportunity to assail Governor 641 North between a 1970 Oldsson Hughes, Edgar Rowland. the wonld within the next de- ing was Mrs. Billie Downing Youngstown, Ohio and Pittsmobile four door driven by RobJim Wilson, Jim Gough, James cade. More than 1,160 Holiday professor of special education burgh, Pa., reported record
ert L. Ward of Murray and a
(Continued on Page Six)
Thurmond, Josiah Darnall, J. Inns are now open and operat- at Murray State University. Her high temperatures, all in the
1956 Plymouth four door driH. Walston, Cecil Thurmond, ing, with Inns under construct- topic was "How Home Econo- 80s, Monday.
ion in Africa, Europe, the Far
ven by George Curtis Savells co'
The early autumn blizzard
and Gene Jones.
Murray
Sewing
Center
local
East, Latin America and the mics Teachers Can Work with that dumped snow on the RockPaducah.
Singer dealer, will mo-:e JanCaribbean, as well as the U.S. the Disadvantaged and Handi- ies and the Plains, stranding 700
Savells, going south on 641,
uary 1 to a new and larger lo- Interment was in the Murray and
capped in the Class Room".
Canada.
started around a truck and hit
Cemetery with the arrangetravelers in Nebraska, moved
Rev. Norman Culpepper
cation An Belair Shopping CentAttending the meeting from
the left rear fender of the Ward
ments
Blalock-Coleman
the
by
into Canada today but light
er it was announced today. Bill
Calloway
County
were
Mrs. snow flurries
car going north that had pullpersisted near
Adams, owner and general man- Funeral Home.
Bess Kerlick and Miss Lucy
ed off on the shoulder when he
Burton, age 56, died Saturday
Lake Superior and along the
ager of the sewing center, and
Forrest,
Calloway
County
High;
saw the car coming, according
Guy Billington, spokesman for at the Vanderbilt Hospital,
Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Mrs. Sally California-Oregon border. Scatto the police report.
Nashville, Tenn., after suffertered light rain fell along a
the
shopping
Crass,
Murray High; Miss Sue
center,
said
the
Will Evans of Murray Route
Damage was reported to the
new cold front stretching from
new store will be located on ing burns on his body in a
Fairless,
University
School;
Six died this morning at four left rear fender of the Oldsmotractor accident on Wednesday.
Rev. Norman Culpepper, pas- the south side at the
aorthwest
Florida to New York.
Miss Jewell Deene Ellis, area
12th Street
a. m. at the Mummy-Calloway bile.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
tor of the Memorial Baptist shopping complex
Tropical storm Kara, with
supervisor; Dr. Alice Koenecke,
and will be
County
Lavelle Steele Burton; one son,
winds down to 45 miles an hour,
Church, will be the speaker at between Sav-Rate
chairman. Home Ec. Dept.,
and Wishy Kenny
He sias
liclAital
yeen et age sod
Burton; father, Ike Burthe meeting of the Home De. Washy .
swung toward the Central FlorMSU;
Dr.
Alta
Presson,
Mrs.
Mrs. Ethel Howard of Mayhis death followed an extendton; three sisters, Mrs. J. 0
partment of the Murray WoBarbara Etter, Miss Pauline ida Coast today. Small craft
ed illness. He was a member of
man's Club to be held on Thursfrom Maryland to Georgia were
The new site will more than Edwards, Mrs. Roy Lassiter, and field Star Route died Monday Waggener, Miss
Frances Browr.,
the Lone Oak Primitive Raptday, October 16, at two p.m. at double the sales space for the Mrs. Mark Elkins; two brothers, morning at the Community Het Mrs.
warned to stay in port and
Elizabeth
Ordway,
Miss
Mayfield.
83
was
She
at
pital
tist Church.
the club house.
craft down to Cape Kennedy
fabrics and sewing machine Kelly and John Ralph Burton
Rufie
Lee
Williams,
Miss
Lillie
HowRobert
and the widow of
Mr. Evans was born July 29,
"Spiritual Living in the firm, which is now located at
Glasgow, Miss Evelyn Pearson, were cautioned to stay close to
ard.
1884 near Sulphur Well, Tenn.,
shore. A weather bureau spokThe Lydian Sunday School Home" will be the theme of 19th and Main Streets. The
Survivors are one sister, Mrs Murray State University, Miss
to the late Deck Evons and Class of the
move will enable the Singer
esman said Kara "will not go
First Baptist the talk by Rev. Culpepper.
Ruby
Simpson,
retired,
Mayfteld;
Robert
Conner
of
MSU
L.
Minnie Stacy Evens. He and his Church will meet
Mrs. John Stamps, depart- deader to carry a complete new
inland for at least 24 hours."
at the church
stepsister,
Darnell
Ethel
Mrs.
wife, the &mar Eula Comp- at 7:30 p.m.
Houses were pried from their
tonight (Tuesday). ment chairman, said that names line of fabrics and permit the
of Calloway County; grandson,
ton, who survives, were married
foundations as the Cuivre RivMiss Rebecca Jane Tarry, will be tabled and the names customers to enjoy plenty of
Robert Tidwell of Mayteld Star
September 18, 1910.
er rose slowly above flood level
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mac should be in a sealed envelope parking at the 17-acre Relair
The deceased is survived by Thomas Tarry,
Sue McDougal will be the Route; two great grandchildren.
at Old Monroe and Moscow
will present the given to the secretary prior to complex.
services
held
were
Funeral
his wife, Mrs. Eula Compton program. She
Mills, Mo. Flood waters reached
Edwin Cain will be general hostess for the ladies day of
will show slides the meeting.
the
m.
today
at
p.
three
at
Evans of Murray Route Six; and discuss
Hostesses for the meeting will contraetcor for the project golf to be held Wednesday,
the
level of roof tops Monday,
her summer missLynnville Church of Christ with
two daughters, Mrs. Kress (Lor- ionary work
but the river crested early toin Jamaica the past be Mesdames John Livesay, which was designed by Arnold October 15, at the Oaks Coun- Harold Irian and James Shockraine) Parker and Mrs. Louise summer.
try
Club.
Virgie Clark, Frank Holcomb, Siedschlag of St. Lams. T h e
day and began to recede. NearCarroll of Murray Route Six;
Tee off time will be at nine ley officiating.
All members are urged to at- Jewell Parks, Humphrey Key, building is partially constructly 10 inches of rain in the past
pallbearers
Haswere
Active
two sans, Ralph Evans of Abmo tend.
a.m. and pairings will be made
and E. R. Hagen.
sel Davidson, James Sesy, En- Mrs. Rube! Gallimore Alex- two days inundated the two
Route One and Rant Evans of
at the tee.
och Wilson, Bill Burton, J. W. ander of Puryear, Tenn., died communities northwest of St.
Murray.
Routen, and Coy Dublin. Hon- Sunday morning at 5:30 o'clock Louis.
Other tfUTVIVOVS are two al
National temperature extremorary pallbearers were George at Chesemore Hospital, Paris,
tars, Mrs. Myrtle Donets= and
es Monday ranged from 15 beSchiele%
Connie
,Otto
Mathis,
Tenn. She was 62
Mrs. Abe Adams of Murray
West, Walter Burton, C. 0. Funeral services were held kw zero at Laramie, Wyo., t3
Route Six; one brother, HarriCaldwell, and Otto Townsend. today at 2 p.m. at LeDon 92 at Macon, Ga. The Macon
son Evans of Battle Creek
The Calloway Circuit Court
Burial was in the Lynnville Chapel, Paris, Tenn., with Kas- reading was a record high for
Mich.; ten grandchildren; eight closed its current term last Frithis late in the year.
Cemetery.
great grandchildren; one great day with a hung jury in the
per Anholt of the Latter Day
At least six Western cities
greet grandchild.
Saints Church and Bro. Jerald
case of Darrel Shoemaker vs
reported record low temperaThe funerad has been sched- Ned Smith involving the allegBland officiating. Burial will
tures Monday, a frigid 3 above
uled for Wedneeelay at two p. ed sale of unhealthy Angus
be in Foundry Hill Cemetery.
zero at Denver. Colo., shatterat the chapel of the Ma- cows, according to the office of
Pallbearers were John Wall,
ed by 25 degrees the previous
-Coleman Funeral Home Circuit Court Clerk James BlaDwight Alexander, Dwane Alexrecord low set 84 years ago
Elder Arlie Larimer of- lock.
ander. Delude Gallimore, Doyle Search
parties rescued a total
la
meoiti
The case will have to be reThis week's window exhibit Gallimore, Jr., Charles Paschall, of 60 persons stranded in snows
Pallbearer, will be Lester scheduled for the February
at the Murary Art Guild located and Billy Wall.
up to 38 inches deep in the
, Joe Thornton, Elmer 1970 term of Circuit Court.
on East Main Street features
She was born October 8, 1907 Colorado Rockies.
Thornton, Ronnie Carroll, and
the work of Sarah Sinclair.
in Henry County the daughter
Gary Evans.
She has exhibited work in fo the late Josh Gallimore and
Burial will be in the Lone
Louisville. Hopkinsville, Pada- Ida Gallimore. She was married
Oak Cemetery with the arrangecah, and Fulton. Mrs. Sinclair November 21, 1925 to
Herless
ments by the Blalock-Coleman
has been a member of the Art W. Alexander and he survives
Funeral Home where friends
United Prose International
Guild for two years and her She was a member
of the Remay call.
main interest is portraits.
organized Church of Latter Day
Hours of the Guild arc from Saints
Mostly cloudy and cooler to11 a.m. to four p.m Tuesday
Besides her husband she
day with clearing beginning
MEMPHIS RENOIR
through Saturday.
leaves one son, Gaylen AlexanThe Murray Kiwanis Club
west portion by late morning
der of Puryear; two sisters, Mrs. will hold its annual donut sale,
spreading to the east portion
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
BALL STOLEN
Roy Goldston and Mrs. Avis Thursday, October 16, on the
late tonight. Much cooler mid
pastor of the First United MeWall both of Puryear; two bro- north side of Murray with Main
and east portions tonight with
thodist Church, was the guest
Mrs. Lawrence Farmer of 1319 thers, Albert Gallimore and Street being the dividing line.
scattered frost likely mainly
preacher at the Wesleyan Hills
Poplar Street, Murray, report- Ross Gallimore both of Puryear.
north and west portions. WedOn Thursday, October 23, the
Methodist Church, Memphis,
ed to the Murray Police De- A brother, Doyle Gallimore pre- sale will be held on the south
nesday clear to partly cloudy
SINGER MOVING TO BELAIR CENTER—Looking o'er plans for the new Singer SewTenn., on Friday, Saturday said
and cool Highs today mostly in
ing Center at Bela!, Shopping Center, Murray, are, (left to right): Edwin Cain, contractor; partment on Monday at 9:45 ceded her in death May 24, side of Main Street.
Sunday. R. Motrison C. Gal- the
All profits from the sale of
50,i Lows tonight mostly
Guy BilMnston, Bolalr executive: Sill Adams, Singer representative; and Arnold Siegschlag, a m. that a silver ball about 1964. She also leaves two grandloway spoke at the services at
eight or ten inches in diameter sons, Dwight and Dwayne Alex- the donuts will be used for
mid 30e to low 40s.
architect.
Plans for the expanded Murray sewing Center were announced today.
the Murray °buret on Sunday.
was stolen out of her yard.
ander both of Puryear.
charitable projects.
The Murray Kiwanis Club
held its 8th annual "Ladies
Night" and installation of officers on October 9 in the Murray Woman's Club House. Officers were installed by Paul
Dotson of Benton who is Lt.
Governor of Division One, Kentucky-Tennessee District

Punt, Pass & Kick
Competition To
Be On Wednesday

VIrs.
.ting
CUS-

Mr. And Mrs. Cook
Plan To Attend
Holiday Conference

Democrats
Coming Back
Says Carroll

Weather And
Temperature
In Extremes

Billie Downing Is
Speaker For Home
Economics Meet

Sewing Center
Plans*Move To
Belair Center

Will Evans
Passes Away

Minister To Speak
Home Department

Mrs.Howard
Dies Monday

Rebecca Tarry To
Speak Here Tonight

Sue McDougal Will
Be Golf Hostess

Resident Of
Puryear Dies

Hung Jury Occurs
In Case Friday

Sarah Sinclair Is
Featured Artist

r just
ire set
gs ac-

WEATHER REPORT

a

Annual Donut Sale
Planned Thursdays
By Kiwanis Club
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DEAR EDITOR:

It's Time To Think Of The
Western State Patients

PAGE
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Says Use of Dope
Triple on Campus

Major College
Football Results
By United Press International
East

Van
T.

Businesses
Are Offered
Assistance

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Yale 27 Brown 13
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Fakir,
ents, Balls, Rain Hats, Art SuppPenn St. 20 W. Virginia 0
Or Public Voice items which. In our °Pinion. are not for
Dear
Editor:
th• boa
The University of Kentucky
Mass. 14 Boston U. 9
Interest of our readers.
You may think that this is an lies, Pens, Radios, Record playBY GLEN CARPENTER
' through the College of Business
ers, Snuff, Newspaper and magaNotre Dame 45 Army 0
Chrisbethinking
of
date
early
to
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT9OCR 00., 1809
FRANKFORT (UPI): A state official said during a spezine subscriptions, Boxes of all
and Economics is extending addiBuffalo 27 Dayton 0
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York N.Y. tmas, but we never have an opp- occasion
cial legislative subcommittee meeting Thursday that the
tional services to the Purchase
greeting
cards,
0
AshPenn
Dartmouth
41
ortunity
forget
for
our
to
it,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
use of narcotics and dangerous drugs in Kentucky, parArea in the form of technical
Pittsburgh 46 Navy 19
patients ask about their Christ- trays, Instant coffee, Artificial
ticularly by college students, is continuing to increase.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission55 as plans all year long. Bow- flower arrangements for wards.
assistance to businesses.
Lehigh 17 Rutgers 7
"The number of samples of drugs coming into the state
Second Class Matter
Otis Ervin, as Area Program
Maine 20 New Hampshire 18
yer, some of the patients are Card tables and chairs, Pictures
lab are more than triple this year over last," said Charles
Officer, has been assigned to
Princeton 24 Cornell 17
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Me, per beginning to tell me about the or mirrors, Clocks, Lamps.
of
Hancock
Louisville, assistant director of the state
F.
Choose a gift as though you
provide professional advice and
Harvard 51 Columbia 0
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, WM; gifts that they want Santa to
Division of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Control.
consultation service to firms deZones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. ring this year, so I am aware were buying it for a member of
Thiel 27 Case Tech 6
siring such service that cannot
ABOUT FOUR or five years ago, Nancock said, his
Wittnbrg 24 Grove City 7
at it is time for me to be send- your family or a dear friend.
'The Outstanding Civic At et a Community k Um
afford to hire a professional
division didn't have the problem it does now, adding the
Wash. & Jeff. 27 W. Res. 21
ing a Christmas reminder to If you wrap your gift (and please
Integrity at Its Newspaper"
consultant. Woodrow Coots, Area
lab •here which processes samples of drugs turned over
Bucknell 7 Temple 7 (tie)
me of our friends in the comm- do), please put a card on the
to it by law enforcement and other agencies at one time
outside of the package, indicatExtension
Resource DevelopW.
Bloomsburg
13
38
Chester
ty.
I
hope
that
you
will
be
TUESDAY - OCTOBER 14 1969
this year was running two months behind.
ment Specialist, Paducah, says
Dickinson 31 Haverford 12
le to help with our Christmas ing the contents.
We have more men than womHancock's comments were delivered to the special
that this program will bring more
Swrthmre 9 Fruldn&Mrstil 6
pljnc this year. Of course, we
subcommittee on narcotics of the General Assembly's
of the resources of the University
Wilkes 27 De. Valley 10
want our patients to have a most en in the hospital, and we always
Interim Committee on Health and Welfare.
have a little trouble getting enouof Kentucky to the local area in
South
enjoyable holiday season.
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
a total development program.
Kentucky 7 Va. Tech. 6
We want each war d to be "adop- gh gifts for men. Candy, coffee,
THE SUBCOMMITTEE said it would study the comThe leadership of the area will
Morgan St. 31 Md. St. 2
ments of Hancock and others and would report back to
ted" for a Christmas party and cigarettes are excellent gifts
for either men or women. Appbecome acquainted with program
Syracuse 20 Maryland 9
the full committee for possible legislative recommendaBuilding permits amounting to $106,700 were issued during during the month of December. roximately fifty of
our patients
details in a meeting to be held
Duke 27 Wake Forest 20
tions to the 1970 Legislature.
the month of September by City Building Inspector I. H. Key. We realize only too well that are
veterans.
Mayfield on October 16. David
Air
at
10
Carolina
No.
Force
20
have
"We
had
iontinuous
most
church
service
of
increases
our
and
of
drugs
among
the
August Wilson displays a fine catch of rockfish which he and
We have a very attractive hosW. Victor, deputy director of the
Davidson 37 Richmond 7
college groups," Hancock said, adding the problem is
his son, Dr. Jay Wilson, landed last week from Lake Moultrie, organisations plan extra projects pital Canteen, It is
a place where
UK Office of Development Serech
growing and spreading into the high schools.
for Christmas, but if your group
South Carolina.
patients can buy ice cream, soft
ulan
vices and Business Research,
ris
gia
se.
17
11
8
G8°
8
Florida
Tm
other
you
or
may
any
that
know
Marvin Weatherford, Sherrill Gargus, and Hamp Brooks of
HE SAID MOST of the problem is with marijuana
drinks, sandwiches, etc. Howwill outline the concept of this
Auburn 51 Clemson 0
"SPPD," an amphetamine or pep pill.
the Murray College High FFA participated in the State Judging would be interested in adopting ever, many patients
and
cannot beneadditional service to the eightVirginia 28 VW 10
But he added, LSD, other hallucinogens and such
contest at the State Fair. Gary Lynn Hargis entered the seed a ward and helping us to give fit from the Canteen
because
Mississippi 25 Georgia 17
county area. Others from the UK
the patients a Merry Christmas,
"hard" drugs as heroin are also on the rise.
identification contest.
they have no family or funds
to participate in the getrtaff
Miss.
20
So.
Miss.
St.
34
division
The
is
presently
grateful
we
very
would
if
you
be
understaffed, Hancock said,
The Music Department chorus directed by Mrs. Howard Olila
with which to purchase these
acquainted meeting include Dr.
needing at least four more field agents.
Miami (Ohio) 35 Marshall 7
presented the program at the meeting of the Sigma Department would contact me and discuss treats . The canteen
books we
Don Poole, UK Area Extension
W. Liberty 16 W. Va, St. 0
plans with me. If your group is
of the Murray Woman's Club.
IT PRESENTLY consists of a director and three field
Director; Dr. Joseph Massie and
S. Carolina St. 35 Shaw 0
unable to visit the hospital at are requesting are purchased
agents.
He
said
that
the
Nunn
administration's
hiring
Dr. Chuck Charlesworth, UK
HTardi.n2g8
TCollege
8 7
Christmas, you may supply the in the Business Office and kept
has
freeze
prevented
the
replacement
of two drug inspecHenderson St. 19 So. State 17 staff members.
refreshments and we will give at the canteen, where the canttors who quit. The program is expected to
La. Tech 34 S.W. La. 21
the party for you. Contributions een employees tear out tickets
"We need young men who can go in and see what the
N.C. Central 20 Virginia St. 9 provide assistance in the form
of money are very acceptable, for the amount of the purchase.
score is." Hancock said.
LEDGER & TIKES FILE
of general business analysis, reWash.&Lee 21 Hmpdn-Syd. 13
"There is no one who knows what it is."
for these donated funds enable One of the books will provide
commendations to management
Mars Hill 10 Blfld. St. 7
me to purchase some Christmas many treats for a patient.
HE SAID "my guess is that 10 per cent" Of the stuRemember! Some patient may
ter increased profitability and
Wofford 49 Furman 7
items that are specially requestdents
at
state
colleges
and
universities
use some form of
not receive a gift unless you
E. Tenn, St. 30 Term. Tech. 7 growth. Special consultants indrugs.
Garrison's Food Market opened this morning in their new ed. I usually have a long list of send on&
clude, but not limited to, such
Chattanooga 12 N.E. La. 7
requests,
and
special
these
I
The secretary of the Kentucky State Board of Pharlocation at 1409 West Main Street.
fields as management, accountBethune C'kman 38 Ky. St. 0
macy, Jack Voige of Ft. Thomas, said along with proper
Dr. Ralph Woods spoke on conditions in Europe as he saw make every effort to help patients
ing, engineering, and marketing.
Fairmont 16 Salem 8
enforcement of laws, efforts to educate youth, particularly
them there on his recent visit at the meeting of the Murray receive gifts that they really
The program is partially finanslipped
are
want.
notes
Many
Vanderbilt
Alabama
in
the
14
10
high
schools,
should
be
increased.
Rotary Club.
S. Carolina 21 N. Carolina 16 ced by the Economic DevelopMr. and Mrs. E. W. Riley left today for a visit with their under my office door or placed
MENTAL
HEALTH Commissioner Dale Farabee told
ment Administration of the U. S,
on my desk, addressed to "Dear
Tampa 31 Tulsa 14
daughter, Mrs. Jack Bailey of Bristol, Va.
.
the subcommittee the treatment of. persons using drugs
Santa," We , also, need funds
Department of Commerce.
Eliz.
City
Union
12
Va.
7
"The Green Promise" is the feature picture showing at the
should also be taken into consideration.
Arkansas 21 Baylor 7
"A ereat deal of this problem isn't going to be solved
Varsity Theatre. It is a picture that brings out in detail the for canteen books, to be used
for
treats
patients
canteen
for
Wm4Mary
aitadel
in a prison cell or jail block." Farabee said.
manner in which the 4-H Clubs over America aid children in
Little Movietown
funds.
family
without
or
Midwest
At
present,
many
refuse
persons
to
ask
for
medical
farm areas to prepare themselves for their vocation.
We are very anxious that each
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Colorado 14 Iowa St. 0
treatment for drug problems because. by state law, anyWhen "The S.O.B.'s' films in
of our patients shall have Santa
Indiana 17 Minn. '7
one admitting he uses drugs is automatically subject to
felony or misdemeanor offenses.
gifts on Christmas Eve. If you
Almeria, Spain, that small city
Kansas St. 26 Kansas 22
When the average sedentary
can help us to accumulate enough
will become Europe's favorite
Ohio St. 54 Michigan St. 21
FARABEE SAID there must be some alternative to
for our 800 patients, it would husband decides to go off on a
location site with 250 movies
Northwestern 10 Illinois 6
"locking people up," and suggested that Kentucky's drug
W. Michigan 33 Kent St. 13
mean a great deal to someone big hunting trip with the boys,
shot there in the past dozen
laws be altered to permit medical aid for drug users who
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
who is unfortunate enough to it is time for his wife to take
years.
Missouri 17 Nebraska 7
admit their plight rather than just subjugate them to
have to be in a mental hospital note. Thousands of these same
prison or jail terms.
Wisconsin 23 Iowa 17
The state's comprehensive care centers could be used
at Christmas. I am enclosing average sedentary husbands
Michigan 31 Purdue 20
to aid drug users. Farabee said, adding if legislation now
New Mex. St. 23 Wichita St. 6
list of suggestions for Chris- come to grief each autumn beWASHINGTON - Sen. Stephen M. Young, 1)-Ohio, on the unfolding
before Congress is approved, up to $8 million might betmas gifts for patients. These cause they are not physically
Ohio Weslyn. 21 Wooster 0
story of the controversy behind the disposal of several hundred
come available to build drug treatment centers.
should be wrapped and labeled fit.
Ohio U. 35 Marshall 7
guns by former Gen. Carl C. Turner:
.
as to content, in order that we If your husband's favorite spoMt. Union 27 Denison 13
AT PRDSENT, the only facility in the state geared to
The best that can be said for General Turner IS that he can fit the
treat drug patients is the Federal Narcotics Hospital at
gift to the patient, rt is sitting in front of a teleToledo 27 Bowling Green 26
covered up and concealed their (military men under him) crimes."
vision
set
on
cheering
the
home
Lexington.
as much as possible. These gifts
Cm, Mich. 40 No. Mich. 37
Farabee said an inclusive program would include drug
need not be expensive. The im- team, you can be sure he is not
Albion 28 Kalamazoo 3
SAIGON - Spec. 5 John Haug, 23, of Madison, Wis., on the
education, proper law enforcement and treatment faciliportant thing is for us to be sure in proper condition for walking
Wayn St. 4'7 Bradley 21
Vietnam moratorium in the United States:
ties, but added there is a monetary fly in the ointment.
that no one is forgotten when miles up and down hills, exposN. Park 18 Ill. Wesleyan 7
"I think they (the demonstrators) are making it harder on
"These are the kinds of discussions we are up against,"
Christmas comes. I would like ure to all sorts of weather, or
Millikin 44 North Central 20
said.
the prospects for a negotiated peace settlement but I think it's
he
to have these gifts in nly office eating and sleeping under largely
Grgtvm.(KO 26 Wheaton 23
"There is just not enough money, people and facilities."
still something that should be done."
as early as possible during the primitive conditions.
Warburg 24 Dubuque 0
Typical of the woes that afflict
• month of December, in order
Grinnell 21 Knox 12
NEW YORK UPI - Former peace negotiator W.Averell Herriman
that we will have time to sort most hunters are physical exLa Crosse 19 Stout 10
on the moratorium:
them and purchase anything extra haustion, muscle strain and rupBeloit 15 Carleton 14
"I commend the young people who have organized this moratorthat we may need. We are happy ture, slipped discs, bruises and
Ripon 9 Coe 8
ium. What is necessary. .. is a group within Saigon that is more
By
United
Press
International
to receive new or used clothing cuts, skin splints, and other ailSuperior 14 Stevens Pt. 12
dedicated to peace,"
throughout the year. However, if ments associated with loss of
Mankato St. 43 Mich. Tech 21
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 14,
you send used articles or items physical tone and endurance.
Toledo 27 Bowl. Green 26
DULUTH ,Minn. - Former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey,
the
287th
thy
of
1969
with
78
to
These mishaps might be avat Christmas , please leave them
Hillsdale (Mich.) 9 S.W. Mo. 0
in a statement saying immediate U. S. withdrawal from Vietnam
low.
unwrapped, and we will not dis- oided, according to advice giv- follow,
Southwest
is impossible:
The
is between its new
tribute them as Christmas gifts. en by the experts if the nowTexas 27 Oklahoma 17
"It took a long time to get those troops in there. It's going
phase
and
first
quarter.
and-then
hunter
had
a
complete
It is very disappointing to open
N. Texas St. 35 Weber St. 13
By LEON BURNETT
to take some time to get them out."
morning
The
stars are
a lovely package and find a used medical check-up, engaged in soTexas Tech 13 Texas ALM 9
me prior physical conditioning, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, and
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Odds Brig. Young 41 New Mex. 15
* ENDS TODAY *
Most of our 42 wards have bet- and packed a good medical kit Saturn.
and ends from the nation's N.W. (Old.) 19 S.W.(Old.) 8
evening
The
star
is
Mars.
ween thirty and fifty patients. If in his duffle bag.
N:E.
(Oki)
28 E. Cen„ (Old.; 0
capital- mostly odd: -On this day in history:
As his wife and Met-Mentor,
you need any additional informaScientists are the same, it Cen. (0k1.) '7 S.W. (Oki.) 6
King
1066
Harold
In
and
his
up
to
it
is
you
to
see
that
he
tion, please allow me to help with
E. N.M. 26 Adams St. (Col.) 7
seems, all over.
English forces were defeated
your plans. You may write or does all three.
Peter L. Kapitza, at 75 the Tex, Luth. 25 Camrn. (Old) St.
it WED. thru SAT. *
Normans
at the Battle of
A doctor's examination helps by the
call me. My telephone number
dean of Soviet physicists, was 8
Hastings.
establish
to
individual
guidelines
is 886-4431, Extension 366,
asked at a Washington news East Texas 23 McMurry 10
In 1912 former President
for exercise. Most important is
How long wilt thou forget me, 0 Lord? for ever? how long wilt
conference which country was Tex. A&I 49 Stptin. Austin 25
Roosevelt
Theodore
was
shot in
an electrocardiogram for men
thou hide thy face from me? - Psalm 13:1.
Cordially.
ET READY FO
ahead in harnessing H-bomb N.M. Hinds 48 Wmnstr (Utah) 0
over 40 who plan to embark Milwaukee but refused to have
Like the psalmist, many modern men are perplexed by the (Mrs.) Charlotte Blackwelder
energies for peacetime power. San Diego St. 24 W. Tex, 14
treated
wound
until
he
on
had
a
strenuous
the
exercise
proseemingly prolonged indifference of God,
Director of Volunteer Services
"It's anybody's guess," he Alcorn 13 Texas So. 0
finished a speech. He recovgram.
said. "Americans say we are Houston 34 Arizona 17
Bird hunters, deer stalkers ered.in
P. S. All checks should be payahead and they need more
1933 Nazi Germany anable to "Volunteer Fund, W. and those hunting mountain-inmoney. We say the Americins
would
nounced
it
withdraw
game
habiting
West
especially
need
are ahead and we need more
it.
•* ENDS TODAY * S. H." and addressed to:
League
of Nations by
So.
Calif.
26
Stanford
24
exercise to develop endurance. from the
Mrs. Charlotte Blackwelder
-money."
"MIDNIGHT COWBOY"
Utah 24 Arizona St. 23
1.ifnti/
Your hunter will profit most
Director of Volunteer Services
\p/..
There also was a sort of Wyoming
37 UTEP 9
In 194f91934
an East German
from such exercises as push- theendo
Western State Hospital
three-cornered language barrier
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240 ups, deep knee bends, body twi- puppet state was set up by at the session with Kapitza, Calif. 44 Washington 13
Suggestion List For Christmas sting, and touching the floor. Soviet occupation authorities in who worked for many years at UCLA 46 Wash. St. 14
San Jose St. 36 Oregon 34
It might encourage him if you East Berlin.
Gifts.
Cambridge University in En---Nevada 31 Hayward St. 21
joined him in doing these exergland.
•
FOR MEN
Sacramento St. 19 S.F. St. 6
A thought for the daycises. By the way, it will do
"If you speak American," he
Stretch sox, Belts, Shaving wonders for your figure,
Cob St. 37 Utah St. 33
said-"That
Miller
too. Joaquin
requested at the outset, "please
Lotions, Shaving Cream, Pipes, Jogging and stationary
lives
Chico St. 38 U. of S.F. 1
who
for
self
alone
man
running
distinctly.
speak
I
am
more at
Tobacco, Gloves, New clothing, will help build up reserve
stren- lives for the meanest mortal home in English than Ameri- Fresno St. 38 Valley St. 14
Billfolds, Bedroom Slippers, Ha- gth in the heart and
Loyola L.A. 19 Occidental 15
muscles known."
can."
ndkerchiefs, Cigarettes, Candy, around the lungs.
Long Beach St. 28 Hawaii 14
He
was
right.
Most
of the
Sweaters, Shirts, Cigars CornEven if in good condition, any Guns and butter
reporters had to repeat their
bs, Undershirts or shorts,
hunter can be injured or fall ill
usually fills the full page of his
NEW
YORK (UPI) - questions.
for Canteen Books ($1.00 each), far from the nearest
doctor or
newsletter with prose.
Transistor radios, Watches, Wa- hospital. A well 1, nited States economy is
The
equipped medBut on this occasion, there
From the office of Sen.
Me straripost trio
lking Canes, Lighters, Instant ical kit may prevent
still bread-and-butter rather than
disability
over to Nock o killer.
Harrison A. Williams Jr., I)- was only thus:
coffee.
-oriented.
military
According
to
or even death.
A fearless, one tired
N.J.: "The chairman of the
Absolutely nothing
FOR WOMEN
A geod basic kit should in- Dun's Market Identifiers, a marUS marshal who never knew
That went on e
service of Dun..& Brad- Senate Special Committee on
Instant coffee, Watches, Bath clude a first-aid
keting
0 dry cloy in lii,s life .
manual, elastic
In Washington
powder, Face powder, Rouge, bandage or one-inch
914 firms are engaged Aging plans a teeth-rattling
s
surgical tape street,
a Texas ranger
Last week
educational campaign...."
Deodorants,
perfume,
Cologne
or
O
thirsty for bo inty money...
for binding strains and sprains, in the manufacture of butter
Is newsworthy
From the National GeograLipsticks, Nylon hose, Jewelry, talcum powder
510
companies
compared
to
that
to prevent foot
and a girl
phic Society:
Compared to
Compacts, Head Scarfs, Sweat- discomfort, an
sti11 wet behind the ears
antacid to relieve produce ordnance and accesWhat went on
"Fastidious cannibals on the
Stretch
Panties,
so;
Pockwhat
ers,
they
COM
who didn't
wens
stomach distress brought on by sories.
Fiji Islands once ate with forks, In
or who they were as long as
etbooks (large), Billfolds, Bed- his own cooking, a
laxative , a
they hod true grit
..,
Shea Stadium
the National Geographic says.
room slippers, Plastic boots, tube of petroleum jelly
for burns New York production
They
believed
that eating
Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Slips, or chapped
lips, an insect rehuman flesh with the fingers Spanish exports
Crotchet thread, Aprons, Night pellent to prevent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
insect
(
wear, Candy and gum, Stoles, an antihistamine lotion bites, “The Landlord," starring Beau would make them ill."
on rise
for reFrom a certain union:
Blouses, Skirts, Dresses,Combs lieving those that
Grant,
Lee
was
shot
and
Bridges
happen
anyMADRID (UPI) - The Span.
Of A/NERIICAN MONTER STORY
A WAND NEIN ORAN°
"When 90 per cent of the
and brushes, Dolls (the old ladies way, an antibiotic or
in its entirety in New York for membership of the Contracting nth economy made great strides/
antiseptic
love them), Stuffed animals, Cig- ointment for minor cuts,
:
l tlY=1
i
and as- the Nlirisch Company.
Plasterers' and Lathers' Inter- during the past year, according
arettes, Money for Canteen pirin to relieve
TOM NNW
headaches and
to recent statistics. Imports rose
each),
Books
Transistor
($1.00
tired aching muscles. The kit and medical kit don't substitute national Association have diver- by only 1.1 per cent
.....•••ANY.
*
0
14
over the
• 1
. .9..
• _,A
El,0 . hi ‘44'
radios.
might also contain tweezers, sc- for the care of a physician. sified their wall and ceiling previous fiscal year,
- •
a
'
'r q10•:.,,,.
,, b•
while exGENERAL GIFTS „ issors, a triangular
techniques
into
other
fNlds than ports increased
bandage, st- But out in the wilderness, they
OLUMBIA PICTuRES PRESENT
14.8
per
cent.
Books, Table games (check- erile bandage compresses
tiaTik oar alai mortis FijiIMAM 111116111111111110 FRIES ffIlIS
in sev- will surely help. And the safe lath and plaster, It's time to Spain's
commercial
CARL FOREMAN'S
deficit,
SOISIur I WOW OM 1.4".......--..4
.
...
ers), Stationery, Puzzles (jig- eral sizes and gauze roller
°.1J
ban- return of the man of your house consider changing the name of $2.09 billion in 1967, was resaw), Playing cards, Rook Cards, dage.
the
organization."
I-14-4
I.
Is worth your attention to these
duced to L9 billion at the end
Harmonicas, Musical InstrumReel. Otis G. Pike, I)-N.Y.;
Cortalely, a first-aid manual details.
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Vanderbilt Coach Wants His Knicks May
Team To Forget Alabama Win Be Contender
For NBA Title

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SPORTS

TUESDAY -- OCTOBER 14, 1969

Mets Send Gentry Against
Baltimore's Palmer Today

out a one-point win.
Southeast Football Roundup
first two games of the series,
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Auburn worked on its kicking
By United Press International
and use his "lefthanded plaUPI Sports Editor
game Monday and got its first
toon" that played in every
Vanderbilt Coach Bill Pace Is look at the Georgia Tech ofgame of the Mets' three-game
By JOHN JEANSONNE
NEW YORK (UPI)— The New sweep
asking the impossible. He wants fense and defense. Coach Shug
in the National League
UPI
Sports
Writer
York Mets, back home in front playoffs.
his team to forget its stunning Jordan said the Tigers suffered
of their fanatics who sometimes
no new injuries in the victory
upset of Alabama.
That means Ed Charles, who
The fact that the Knicks are
are as "amazing" as the team, scored the winning run Sunday,
"We've got to get ourselves over Clemso n. Quarterback
professional
athletic
team
in
a
rookie
sent
Gentry
Gary
to the will be benched in favor of
out of the clouds and start pre- Jack Williams and halfback
By DAN RIKER
New York should be enough to
mound today in the tied-up Wayne Garrett
Cunningham
paring for our biggest challenge Brent
returned
at third base;
challengers
establish
them as
of the season — Georgia," Pace from the injured ranks at GeorBALTJMORE (UPI) — Tom World Series against former Donn Clendenon, who homered
the
for
Basketball
National
World
Palmer
Series
Jim
hero
gia
Tech to the delight of Coach
said Monday. He said Georgia's
Sunday, will turn first base
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (UPI) — have gained 449 yards average Matte's one-yard touchdown run of the Baltimore Orioles.
Association title this year.
strong point is a powerful run- Bud Carson.
over to Ed Kranepool; Al Weis,
LSU, which has rushed fur 238.6 a game and have held oppon- climaxed a classic Johnny
a
In
which
more
city
has
For the first time in this who singled home
Coach Johnny Vaught said
ning game and Vanderbilt's
ents
to
Unitas-to-Jim
164.8.
my
Charles with
Orr
scoring
giving
up
yards
while
a game
share
its
of woes,
weakest point is defending Mississippi was expecting an- than
Florida is only two yards be- drive as the Baltimore Colts year's classic, weather was a the winning run, will yield to
an average of only 26.8 yards,
champions
have
learned
to
other rough match with Southagainst such an attack.
hind Auburn in offense with 447 came from behind to defeat the subject of concern, due to a Ken Boswell at second base;
"Knicks" continued to control both the ofof "30 per
cent and Rod Swoboda will be
Georgia's chief pessimist; ern Mississippi Saturday. At thrive. Just because
yards and LSU is third with Philadelphia Eagles, 7 ,-20, Mon- forecast
rushing
defensive
fensive
and
chance" of rain.
Vince Dooley, sees a real boog- Florida, defensive back Ted Ha- doesn't rhyme with "Jets" or
414.8.
replaced by Art Shamsky in
day
night.
Congame in the Southeastern
Should rain prevent the third right field.
eyrnan in Vanderbilt. "They're ger was counted out for at least "Mets" isn't important.
LSU is second in defense, limThe Colts, favored by 14
second week,
ference
the
for
Success
began
rubbing
on
off
today, Manager
Gil
capable of beating any team in five weeks with a knee injury.
iting opponents to an average points over a weak Eagles game
Hendricks To Catch
Hodges said he would shuffle
Mississippi State heard the the Knicks, who open the NBA the SEC said today.
the league and if they can do
of
For the Orioles, Weaver will
team,
173.8.
found
themselves
Third
in
place
Georgia
a
in
LSU
to
runnerup
Georgia,
season
Superagainst
Seattle's
his
pitching
lineup—
bypassing
bad
news that quarterback Tom
it to Alabama they can repeat
has allowed 270.8 and fourth tense, see-saw battle as the
put
lefthanded-hitting
Elrod
tonight, midway through rushing offense, has gained an
Gentry for the time being and Hendricks in to
against us," Dooley warned his Pharr, who injured his shoulder sonics
Philadelphia
defense,
catch
instead
inspired
of
game.
place
yards
a
average
Tennessee
235
of
274.5.
season.
last
They
won 38 of
Saturday, is expected to be sidesquad.
by the play of rookie Leroy using top winner Tom Seaver righthander Andy Etchebarren.
46 games, then swept Auburn was third with 233 Scoring a total of 171 points
last
their
Wednesday.
on
lined
For
Orioles,
for
the
a
two
least
weeks.
Louisiana State and Kentucky
Both teams went through
at
cornerback
and
In four games for an average Keyes
Eastern
champion yards.
Division
Manager Earl Weaver planned
also exchanged compliments
at
Shea Stadium
Auburn was second in rush- 42.75 per game, explosive Au- former colt Ron Porter at right to stick with Palmer whether workouts
Baltimore
before
in
playoffs
the
Monday. "Kentucky is a team
Monday, the Mets in the
ing defense, allowing opponents burn ranks second nationally in linebacker, throttled the Balti- today or Wednesday.
being
Boston.
eliminated
by
that you can't afford to make
morning and the Orioles, who
more offense throughout most
The five starters who carried just 76.5 yards a game and points per game and first in toSellout Crowd Expected
mistakes against," said LSU
of the game.
came to New York by train, in
Georgia was third with a 92.3 tal points scored.
the
injury
plagued
Knicks
A sellout crowd, first in this the afternoon.
Coach Charlie McClencion. "Ole
With the Eagles leading, 20The SEC said Monday that
through the latter part of the yard average.
series, of more than 58,000 was
Miss did and they got beat. Our
17,
following
Weaver insisted that, in spite
Sam
Baker's
18Florida, with a 305.8 yard av- only top - ranked Ohio State,
schedule return, plus Cazzie
expected at Shea Stadium; and of the Mets'
offense can't continue to fumble
victory in the
its with an average of 52.3, has yard field goal, Unitas began many of them undoubtedly
erage
passing
game,
leads
Russell,
broken
sidelined
a
with
The New Concord Rectircis
will second game, he doesn't believe
and throw interceptions and
moving the Colt team in the
Mississippi,
nearest
rival,
SEC
scored
more
game
ankle
midway
points
per
through
the
year,
hope to win." The Tiger offense opened their season last week
fourth quarter. The Colts took be toting bedsheet banners that in this business of "Met
and Dave Stallworth, out two by nearly 100 yards. The Reb- than the Tigers.
has averaged 40 points a game with two victories over the Hazel
the
kickoff and moved 70 yards are the trademark of the Mets' magic." He thinks the Mets
els, with SEC offensive player
Second highest in total scorfired-up fans. It's the first time fought their
Lions last week and followed with years because of a heart
in four straight victories.
in
nine
plays to score with 5:54
way into the series
of the week Archie Manning at ing is LSU with 160 points. The
the rags-to-riches Mets, who on merit,
At Kentucky, Coach John Ray two wins over Faxon on Thursday condition.
left
in
the
game.
not miracles.
quarterback,
218
up
Coach
raced
have
Bengals
average
rank
Red
fourth
in
Holzman
stick
will
tied
the
series
at
one
game
night
in
A
and B team action.
shook his head in dismay each
Unitas completed an 11-yard
The fourth and fifth games
points per game with 40.
The Redbird's A team defeated with last season's lineup in the yards a game in the air.
time he looked at films of LSU's
ss to Matte after passes of 14 each by beating the Orioles, 2-1, are scheduled here Wednesday
LSU
The
best
passing
attack
has
nationsecond
also
opener
Willis
with
ranks
Reed
the
in
Sunday in Baltimore, have
games. "They're loaded," he Hazel 79 to 50 behind the red hot
and Thursday. If a sixth and
been blunted by Auburn. The ally in defense against scoring, and 16 yards to Orr to highlight played in a World Series
shooting of Ricky Scarbrough who pivot, flanked by Dave DeBussgame seventh are necessary, they'll
moaned.
the
touchdown
drive.
Tigers have held their oppon- allowing only 3.5 points per
chere
Bill
and
Bradley,
and
at
home.
Coach Bear Bryant complain- pumped in 53 big points. Ricky
be in Baltimore, Saturday and
Walt Frazier and Dick Barnett ents to an average of only 88.3 game or a total of 14 points in
Both managers made lineup
ed of Alabama's "walking wound- King led the Hazel attack with 26
Sunday.
yards
a
four
contest.
in
backcourt.
the
contests.
changes for the third game.
ed" Monday as he looked to- points.
Vanderbilt is second on pass
Ranking first in stopping opRussell and Stallworth will
-Against righthander Palmer,
New Concord's B team topped
ward the Tennessee contest Satponents from scoring is Arkansupply bench strength, along defense With a 105.3 average.
Hodges will bench the "righturday at Birmingham, Ala. the Hazel B team 35 to 27.
handed platoon" he used in the
Scarbrough was again the top with Mike Riordan, Don May, Auburn leads in both total of- sas, giving up only 13 points in
Scout George Cafego told the
and defense. The Tigers four games for a 3.25 average.
scorer
on Thursday night when Bill Hosket and Nate Bowman. fense,
Tennessee Vols that Alabama is
Hosket, slowed by a bad knee
Georgia, the second-ranking
better this year than it was last he popped the baskets for 35
SEC team behind LSU
throughout his collegiate and
season when the Vols squeezed points in the Redbird A team
fending against scoring, has al- NEW
career, underwent an
victory over Faxon. White was pro
YORK RIPt — The Unitlowed 41 points in four games ed Press International
high man for Faxon with 24 poin- operation during the off season
top 20
NEW YORK (UPI)— A 30 per
for a 10.25 average.
and has practiced without pain
major college football teams
ts.
cent chance of rain has been
this
year.
with won-lost-tied record and
The Redbird B team edged
forecast for this afternoon and
Action will spread to three
first place votes in p.arentheks.
Faxon's B team 31 to 2'7.
could interfere with the third
new
fronts
Wednesday
night,
Fourth week.
New Concord (79) — Scarbrougame of the World Series
Chicago
with
at
Baltimore,
the
Team
gh 53, Garrison 2, Brelsford
Points
NFL STANDINGS
between the Mets and Orioles.
1. Ohio St.
4, Fannin 2, Quinn 8, Futrell 2, Knicks at Cincinnati and Seattle
(33) (3-0) 347
United Press Iniernational
The weatherman predicted a
Atlanta.
at
San
Diego
will
be
at
2.
Texas
(2)
Nance 2, Chadwick 2, Ferguson
(4-0) 292
East
partly cloudy and mild day with
Phoenix
Thursday
night
3.
and
Sou.
Cal.
4.
(4-0) 238
Century Division
the temperature reaching the
NEW YORK (UP!}—Eddie
4. Penn State
(4-0) 204
Hazel (50) — Bramlett 15, Wil- Friday night's schedule will
W. L. T. Pct.
5. Missouri
(4-0) 196 Yost, third base coach of the
son 4, King 26, Meturr, 3, Wilk- feature Cincinnati at Boston, Cleveland
3 1 0 .750
NEW YORK (UPI).— Facts
Los Angeles at Philadelphia New York
6. Arkansas
(4-0)
118 National League Champion New
son
3
.750
2.
0
1
and figures on the World
York Mets, has the inside track
8. UCLA
and New York at Chicago.
ELMIRA, N.Y. (UPI)— En(5-0)
111
Louis
2
St.
2
0
Concord
New
.500
12
30
51
79
Series:
9.
for
the
Minnesota
Milwaukee
Twins'
rookie
Lew
Louisiana
glish
Alcinracing driver Graham Hill
St.
Pittsburgh
(4-0)
98
1
0
3
.250
Hazel
14 34 42 50
Teams: New York Mets
10. Notre Dame
will
make his debut
is expected to be discharged
W. L. T. Pct.
(3-1) 32 managerial job.
New Concord (65) Scarbrough dor
National (League) vs. Beni11. Oklahoma
Twins' owner Calvin Griffith, from the Arnold Ogden Hospital
Capitol Division
(2-1) 31
35, Garrison 7, Brelsford 10, Saturday afternoon when the
12. Wyoming
NEW YORK (UPI)— Ohio
(4-0) 22 for whom the 43-year-old Yost Wednesday after being bedded
4 0 0 1.000
Fannin 2, Quinn 9, Pittman 2, Bucks play host to the Detroit Dallas
League).
Pistons, and a capacity crowd Washington
(4-0) 21 served as a third baseman for for almost two weeks.
2
1
1 £67 State continues to move steadi- 13. Florida
Length of Series: Best of Futrell, Cunningham, Chadwick, is expected, since Milwaukee
The 40-year-old Hill suffered
Philadelphia
1
0
3
(3-1) 12 12 years at Washington, right
250 ly toward a unanimous decision 14. Tie. Georgia
Ferguson,
Hendon.
seven games. —
Michigan
has not had any other pro team New Orleans 0 4 0 .000 as the nation's No. 1 college
(3-1) 12 now is inclined to name Yost leg injuries when he was tossed
Faxon
(40)
White
24,
Mathes
Results: First game: Balti16. Kansas St.
to support since the 1965
football team.
West
(3-1) 7 shortly after the completion of out of his Lotus Ford during
more 4, New York 1. Second 2, Houston, Donnelson 14, Rags- baseball season.
17. Tie. Auburn
the U.S. Grand Prix at Watkins
The
awesome
Central
Buckeyes,
Division
(3-1)
the
3 the World Series.
game: New York 2, Baltimore dale.
Jim Lemon, Bob Scheffing, Glen, N.Y., last Sunday.
Calif.
W. L T. Pct. defending national champions,
(3-1)
3
New
Concord
36
16
48
65
1.
Bill Rigney
and Hank Bauer
Minnesota
1 0 .750 received 33 first place votes 19. Tie. Purdue
3
Faxon
(3-1) 1
12 21 27 40 THREE-TEAM DEAL
Schedule: Third, fourth and
also have been mentioned as
Green Bay
3 1 0 .750 and 347 out of a possible 350
fifth games, Tuesday, WednesMkq
possible candidates for the job
Detroit
2 2 0 .500 points Monday from the 35(9-2)
CHICAGO (UPI)— The Chicaday and Thursday at New
Billy Martin held until he was
Chicago
0 4 0 £00 member United Press Internago
Bulls received an experYork; sixth and seventh games,
let go Monday, but Griffith is
Coastal Division
tional
Board
Coaches.
of
ienced big man in 6-11 center
If necessary, Saturday and
leaning toward Yost, a longW. L T. Pct.
Texas, with a victory over
Walt Wesley Sunday in a deal
Sunday at Baltimore.
Los Angeles 4 0 0 1.000 arch-rival Oklahoma, remained
time favorite of his, UPI has
involving
three National Bas- Baltimore
Odds: Orioles favored in third
2 2
J
500 a distant second with Southern
learned.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Starting
ketball Association teams.
The Almo Elementary School
game, 13-10, and to win series,
Atlanta
1
3 0 250 California
Griffith said he endured four
maintaining
third
Chicago
lineups for today's third game
sent seven-footer San Fran.
3-2.
0 3 1 .000 and Penn State fourth. Missouri Basketball team defeated Hazel nights of "tossing and taming"
Dave
1969
the
World
of
Series
Newmark
and rookie
Attendance and Net Receipts:
Sunday's Results
moved into fifth place ahead of in two games last week. The before deciding to dismiss
score in the A team game was Martin, who in his first year as
First game, 50,429 and between the Baltimore Orioles guard Norm Vanlier to Cincin- Green Bay 28 Detroit 17
Arkansas
and Tennessee
nati in exchange for Wesley and Wash 33 St. Louis 17
$503,189.81. Second game, 50,850 and the New York Mets:
67-39 and in the B team game a major league manager guided
Ameticel
jumped
Into
seventh.
Baltimore— Buford, If; Blair, the RoyaLs' No. 2 draft choice Minnesota 31 Chicago 0
43-29.
and $50'7,080.40.
Largest.
the Twins from a seventh-place
UCLA
moved
up
eighth,
to
in
1971. Cincinnati then traded Dallas 24 Atlanta 17
cf; F. Robinson, rf; Powell, lb;
klieg
Shelton was the high scorer finish in 1968 to the championwith Louisiana State and Notre
B. Robinson, 3b; Hendricks, c; Newmark to the Atlanta Hawks New York10 Pittsburgh 7
Dliar
for Almo with 21 points follow- ship of the American League's
Dame
completing
the
top 10.
Johnson, 2b; Belanger, ss; for 6-8 forward Wally Anderzu- Cleve 2'7 New Orleans 17
Wells with 14. Bramlett West Division.
Five coaches from each of ed by
MARK EVERY GRAVE
nas.
Los Ang. 27 San Fran 21
Palmer, p.
was the high man for Hazel Griffith said that no one
the
seven
geographical
areas
of
Only games scheduled
New York— Agee, cf; Garrett,
particular incident was responthe nation comprise the UPI with 17 points.
Saturdays Games
3b; Jones, lf; Shamsky, rf; WINS GRAND PRIX
Almo (67) - Ross 8, Lovett sible for the decision.
ratings board. Each week they
Pitts at Cleve., night
Boswell, 2b; Kranepool, lb;
select the top 10 teams in the 2, Shelton 21, Miller 4, Wells Griffith now has fired three
Only game scheduled
Grote, c; Harrelson, ss; Gen- ROME (UPI).—Johnny SerCleaver 8, Out- managers in as many years.
nation, with points awarded on 14, Conner 6,
voz-Gavin
of France, driving a
- Sundays Games
try, p.
land 4.
Martin was hired Oct. 11, 1968,
a
10-9-8-7-6-5-4
-32-1 basis on
Matra Elf Ford, won the Grand Atlanta at San Fran
Hazel (39) - Bramlett 17, King replacing Cal Eimer.
votes from first through 10th.
Prix
Balt
of
at
Rome
New
Sunday,
Orleans
the
final
SHEPARD REPLACES HAD16, Dunlap G.
Since 1111111
event of the 1969 European Chicago at Detroit
DIX
Formula
Two
championship Green Bay at Los Ans.
Minnesota at St. Louis
series.
CINCINNATI (UPI)—Sparky
Servoz-Gavin was timed in New York at Wash.
Anderson,
appointed
last week
BUILDIRS OF FINE
one hour, 42 minutes, 43.4 Phila at Dallas
the
new
manager of the
MEMORIALS
Only games scheduled
seconds
to beat Peter Westbury
Cincinnati Reds, has named
Porter White - Manager
of Britain in a Brabham Foed
former
Pirate
Manager
Larry
Ill Maple St
753-2512
AFL STANDINGS
Shepard as his pitching coach. and John Miles of Britain in a
United Press international
Lotus Ford.
East
W. L T. Pct.
New York
3 2 0 .600
Houston
3 2 0 .600
Buffalo
2 3 0 .400
Miami
0 4 1
000
Boston
0 5 0 .000
West
W. L. T. Pct.
(akiand
4 0 1 1.000
K1611636 City
1 0 .800
4
Cincinnati
3 2 0 .600
3 2 0 .500
San Diego
Denver
400
2 3 0
Sundays Results
Kan City 24 Houston 0
New York 21 Cinci 7
Only garners scheduled
Saturdays Games
Buffalo at Oakland
Denver at Cincinnati
Miami at Kan City
San Diego at Boston
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
Houston at N. y., night
Only game scheduled

Come From
LSU Leads SEC In Both Colts
Behind, Beat Eagles
Offensive,Defensive Rushing

New Concord Tops
Hazel, Two Games

MAJOR COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS

Eddie Yost
In Line For
Twins Job

• FOOTBALL

STANDINGS

SERIES FACTS
AND FIGURES

Ohio State
Voted First,
Fourth Week

Chance Of Rain
Forecast, New.York

)

Today's Lineups

Almo Wins Two

Murray Marble
Works

)VIE

KIN
EDWARD

GM

Introducing the
Cutlass Sfrom Oldsmobile.
The 1970 Escape Machine that's
the freshest
fastback on the road.

NOTICE

Due to rain Saturday the Punt,Pass and
aKick Competition will be held Wednesday, Oct. 15, at 3:30 p.m. at City Park.
Sneakers (tennis shoes) are recommended for all competitions and are required for District, Area, Division and
Final Competitions. No special footgear such as football
shoes and boots can be worn in any level of competition.

PENN STATE FIRST

-Let's make this our best year yet!"

'RESENT

A N'S

Don Henry,
Director

NEW
YORK
I P1)—Penn
State, unbeaten in 23 consecutive games, received all but a
half-vote for first place in the
latest balloting for the Lambert
Trophy, symbolic of college
football supremacy in the East.

Okla protects you with energy-absorbing padded instrument panel, sideQuard beams. side marker lights and reflectors, anti-theft steering
column and stronger. longer-lasting bias-ply. glass belted tires Pomporo you with luxurious interior trims. rotaryslove box latch. easy-to-read
instruments Ploam you with Oldsmobile's famous quiet ride, responsive power, and contemporary styling 4ee it Soon
.MMMENEMIN116

.t
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Mrs. Chapman
Hostess For Meet
Arts & Crafts Club
Mrs. Aaron Chapman was
hostess to the October meeting
of the Arts and Crafts Club at
the home of her daughter, Dr.
Alberta Chapman Mrs. Davy
Hopkins, chairman presided.
In the absence of the secretary-treasurer, Mn. Carl Harrison, the roll was called by
Mrs. C. B. Ford. The changes
in the rules of the club which
were adopted at the September
meeting were read.

THE LEDGER /a TIMES — MtRKAY. KENTUCKY
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Mn. J. B. Burkeen . .

TuzsDAY - OCTOBER 14. 1969
South Murray Club
Meets Thursday At
Community Center

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Tuesday, (Weber 14
The South Murray Homemak
The Lydian Sunday School
en Club held its regular meet
Class of the First Baptist
ing at the Community Center
Church will meet at the church
on Thursday, October 9, with
at 7:30 p.m. with Group 1, Mrs.
Mrs. N. P. Cavitt presiding in
Hill Gardner, captain, in charge.
the absence of the president,
Miss Rebecca Jane Tarry, sumMrs. James Witherspoon.
mer missionary to Jamaica, will
Mrs. Kenneth Owens gave the
show slides and tell about her
devotion from Zacharia 8:18-18
experiences.
• ••
Mrs Brent Manning called the
roll with each one naming a
The Suburban Homemaker'
state or county shs.would like
Club will meet with Mrs. Holto visit.
mes Dunn, 212 South 13th
Group U of the Christian WoIncluded in the handcraft disThe lesson on "Casserole
Srteet, at 7:30 pin
men's Fellowship of the First
The First District of Kentucky Mrs. George Spoonamore Jr
played were hand made pillow
•• •
Cookery" was presented by Mrs
Christian Chureh met in the Congress
slips and scarves, sofa pillow
presiof
Parents
Stanford,
and
PTA
Teachof
state
Claude Miller and Mrs. A. L.
The Grace Wyatt Circle of home of Mrs. Clyde Jones on
By Abigail Van Buren
ers Association held its 42nd an- dent, spoke on "PTA Concerns."
tops, and a hand crocket jacket.
Rhodes.
the First Presbyterial:1 Chuck Tuesday, October 7, at two o'nual fall conference at Central She said one of the basic conMrs. Melas Linn showed a hat
Mrs Harold Eversmeyer dirwill meet with Km Rex Haw- clock in the afternoon.
DEAR ABBY: I just read that letter from the woman
and bag which her grand-daughSchool in Paducah, with Mrs. cerns of the PTA is the welfare
ected the ladies in making
presented
Gibson
a.m.
9:30
at
kilui
J
W.
Mrs.
who wanted you to recommend a doctor who would give
ter, Rebeeca Jane Tarry had
Harold
Alston,
Central
PTA of children. There are four top
• ••
handbags from burlap and woe!
an interesting lesson of "Two
her hormone shots so she could breastfeed her ADOPTED
brought from Jamaica where
president, as hostess.
concerns: 1. Children in trouble;
thread.
The Progressive Homemak- Parables" taken from the book
baby. What kind of nut is she anyway?
she did mission work among the
An executive board meeting 2. Health of our children; 3.
Members present were Mrs
ers Club will meet with Mrs. of Luke.
children during the past sumWho ever heard of a woman who has not been pregwas held before the call to or- Smoking and health among the
N. P. Cavitt, Mrs.- S. C. Colson,
meeting was opened
Raymond Nall, 704 Main Street,
The
mer.
nant being able to nurse a baby? I know that some mothers
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs
at seven p.m.
with a fellowship prayer and a der at 10 o'clock by the First teenagers; 4. Financing public
•••
District president, Mrs. E. M. education. One of the answers
who have enough milk to nurse more than one baby someL. E. Fisk, Mrs. Quinton Gibson,
session
business
conwas
short
November
potPlans for the
Fuller if Paducah. The devo- for the children in trouble Is to
Mrs. Davy Hopkins, Mrs. Claude
times take on the dubious pleasure of breastfeecling babies
ducted by Mn, Rupert Parks
-- - luck luncheon and the ChristThe Lynn Grove Homemaktional
was given by Mrs. Perry do something for the child inMiller, Mrs. Kennth Owens,
chairman,
absence
of
the
the
in
other
than
their
own,
but
woman
a
who thinks SHE can
mas meeting were briefly disers Club will meet at the home Mrs Frank Roberts.
N. Smith, first vice president, stead of to the child and urge
Mrs. James Parker, Mrs. A. L
nurse an adopted baby has got to be nuttier than a fruitcussed
of Mrs. Clifford Miller at one
of Mayfield. The welcome ad- all PTA members to become inRhodes, and Mrs. Brent MannMrs. Wayne Sheeks, general
cake
AMAZED IN PENSACOLA, FLA.
'. During the social hour Mrs.
p.m.
dress was given by Joe Clark, volved with the chil d. Mrs. ing. Visitors were Mrs. Raymond
chairman, gave minutes of the
Chapman, assisted
her
by
•••
principal of Central Elementary Spoonamore also said that many
Carter and Mrs. Yandall Wra
general
meeting.
September
DEAR
ABBY:
I
one
was
of
those
fashioned
old
mothers
daughter, served most enjoyable
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 The hostesses, Mrs. Jones
School. Mrs. Perry Norsworthy, schools are organizing PTA in
ther.
who cried for a week when I realized I couldn't breastfeed
-`refreshments to the group.
Order of the Eastern Star will and Mrs. Leslie Pickard, served
• ••
second vice president, gave the order that the students, parents
•••
my baby. I heard about the La Leche league and asked
meet at the Masonic Hall at refreshments to the nineteen
teachers can talk over and
and
response
on
behalf
of
the
guest.
my doctor about it. He said, "Mother's milk is overrated."
7:30 p.m.
members and one visitor, Mrs.
Mrs. Davene Wilson presented iron out situations together.
Also that bottle babies were better off because the mother
•••
Sheeks.
the
sixth grade chorus singing Miss Frances Smith and Jane
always knew exactly how much milk the baby got at every
• ••
Groups of the WIIS of the
two numbers, "Waters Ripple Hart spoke on the CEH National
feeding, and she could be SURE the quality of the milk
First Baptist Church will meet
and Flow" and "This Train." and state three-year project
was consistent and GOOD. [Not all nursing mothers have
as follows: I with Mrs. Noel
sfr. and Mrs. Robert Muriey,
Mrs. Alston introduced the pages "Where Is The Voice To Be
Melugin at 9:30 a.m.; U with
GOOD milk, you know. And some don't have enough, and
207 South Ilth Street, Murray,
for the conference, Mrs. Julius Heard." Mrs. Smith is the direcAnnouncement
has
been
Wells
C.
0.
Mrs.
at
ten
a.m.;
the poor child practically starves to death on the breast.]
are the parents of a son, Brian
Tyler, Mrs. Nicholas Hicks and tor of state mental health retarmade of the marriage of Mrs
with
Fred
Mrs.
M
Gingles at
Scott Brant, weighing nine
I've had mothers tell me that the reason they nursed
dation services. Mrs. Hart is
Mrs. Laverne Winmon.
Artie Guthrie and Edgar Mot-2:30 p.m.; IV with Mrs. H. C.
pounds four ounces, born on
their babies was because it gave them a feeling of "total"
ris.
Mrs. Fuller introduced the of- the director of educational maNoffsinger
opened
Hugh
Mrs.
p.m.
Chiles
two
at
Thursday, October 9, at 8:48
terials, section of Kentucky Demotherhood. Some of those nursing mothers should examine
The double ring ceremony
•• •
her home for the meeting of the ficers, chairmen, visitors and
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
partment of Mental Health.
was read on Thursday, October
their own motives. "PRO-BOTTLE," STATE COLLEGE, PA.
guests,
Mrs.
Clois
Copeland,
Woman's
Dorothy
the
Group
of
Bessie
Tucker
The
Circle of
County Hospital.
9. at seven o'clock in the eventhe First United Methodist Missionary Society of the First treasurer and Mrs. John Travis, Lunch was served at noon
The new father is a student
secretary, gave reports and re with the invocation given by ing by Dr. Samuel R. Dodson,
Church
Church
Thurson
held
Baptist
WSCS
will
meet
DEAR
at
ABBY:
the
Please
tell
woman
that
who
wanted
to
at Murray State University.
ported a total of 116 attending. Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr. of May- Jr., at his home.
home of Mrs. Hanna West at day, October 9, at nine-thirty
breastfeed her adopted baby that she CAN do it if she
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cain
rob
tield, past president of First
morning.
9:30
o'clock
a.m.
the
in
really wants to! And she doesn't need hormone shots either.
Mn. John Murley of Milton,
were the attendants for t h e
•••
District. Mrs. Fuller presented
program
The
"The
Negro
on
Ind., and Mr. and Mrs. E. L
All a woman needs is a BABY and the determination to
awards to each local unit and couple. Also present were Mrs.
The Murray Branch of the Baptist Work and Foreign MisBurnett of Grantsburg, Ill. Mrs.
nurse. Mother's milk is created by the sucking of the inMrs. Perry Norsworthy gave the Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and Otis
sions
and
life
AAUW
the
George
of
will
meet
at
the
home
Laura Knipp of Lindsey, Califant. It's as simple as that! NURSED MY ADOPTED CHILD of Mrs. S. N. Matarano, 1602 Lisle" was presented by Mrs.
report
of the auditing commit- Harrison, father of the new
fornia, is a great grandmother.
tee. The reports of the creden- Mrs. Morris.
Iceeneiand Drive, at„ 7:90 p.m Durwood Beatty,
Followinit -the ceremony the
Mrs. Lloyd Jacks bid the,eall The giiiiirV-tiaeeting ofthi tials committee and the courDEAR ABBY: finn writing about the woman who want- Mu Beth Broach and Mrs. Et
Tamra Jo is the name chosen
ed to breastfeed an adopted baby. I belong to the La Leche fie Kemp will lead the discuss- to prayer from Daniel 8:10-23 Women's Society of Christian tesy committee were given by couple left for a two weeks
by Mr. and Mrs Joe Pat WitherService of the Hazel United Me- Mrs. Clovis Copeland and Mrs. wedding trip to Florida and. will
league and know of many cases where women have suc- ion on "The Diepaeity Between followed by prayer by Mrs
be at home oh the Lynn Grove
spoon, 1104 Mulberry, Murray,
thodist Church was held Tues- John Patrick.
Castle
Parker.
uence
Poveryt".
and
cessfully
nursed
an adopted baby.
'Road when they return.
for their baby girl, weighing
• ••
Th* group chairman, Mrs. day evening, October 7, at the
No hormone shots are needed. If the mother will just
eight pounds 8% ounces, born
church.
The Almo Elementary School Beatty, presided at the business
put the baby to her breast repeatedly the hungry baby will
on Friday, October 10, at 10:58
Mrs. D. N. White led the desession. The group discussed
meet
PTA
will
at
school
the
at
•
••••-•.
6
.
411".1111.•4P.4110.•-•110•41110.•
^ 100
Instinctively suck and thereby stimulate the milk flow.
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
votion. Reports of the secre- 1•6111P•49,•••:".6>•411P+.0"........
projorts
the
for
church
year.
seven
This
p.m.
will be open
County Hospital.
tary
My grandmother at 68 became so concerned over my
and
the
treasurer were
Mrs. Noffsinger led the closhouse and all parents are urged
Mr. Witherspoon is employdaughter who had been in an auto accident, that SHE began
ing prayer and served refresh- made.
attend
to
visit
their
chit
to
ed with the Smith Poultry ComMrs. Aaron Steele, district
to produce milk and had to have her milk pumped out.
dren's classrooms and teachers. ments to those present.
pany.
Members present were Mes- president of the WSCS of the
•••
This shows how strong "motherly feelings" can cause womGrandparents are Mr. and
Paris District, presided over the
en to produce milk whether they are pregnant or not.
The Billy Graham film, -ria• dames Jerry Upton, Castle Park- installation
Mrs. James Witherspoon and
of the new officLloyd
Jacks,
er,
Oakley,
L.
H.
Heart Is A Rebel", will be
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. William Britton,
Robert Carpenter, Rubin James. ers.
shown
the
at
Poplar
Springs
all of Murray. Great grandpar- 11,
MRS. R. D. S.
The meeting was closed with
Baptist Church at maven p.a. Irby %tendon, Louis Slusmeye", prayer
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Bruce ft
CHULA VISTA, CAL.
by the president, Mrs.
Robert
'Ivor,
Beatty,
aod
Noffpublic
The
is invited to attend.
: Adams of Murray Route six,
singers. Guests were Mrs. Brent Lois Newport
• ••
. Mrs. Robert Sears of Paducah,
Refreshments were served by
Outland and Mrs Bertha DeDEAR ABBY: Shame on you! Where were all those
Wednesday, October 15
and Mrs. Charles Witherspoon
v'me, mother of Mrs Noffsing- Mrs. Faye Coles.
"experts" you consult on technical matters?
Wadesboro
The
Homemakers
of Princeton.
An adopted child can most certainly be breastfed by the Club will meet at the Triangle er.
•••
•••
Inn at one p.m. with Mrs. Vizmother into whose arms he is placed!
a water districts manual as a
. Mr. and Mrs. Benny R. Hatchguide in assisting planned disIt is a fact that in some Latin American countries the gie Clark as hostess.
er, 408% North 8th Street, Mur• ••
tricts and oler operating disgrandmother routinely nurses the baby. Also, virgin girls
:: ray, announce the birth of a
The
Elm
Grove Baptist
tricts in organizational proced• taby girl, Heather Victoria,
have been know to nurse babies, and there is a tribe in
Church WMS will meet at the
ures, operational and manage• Weighing eight pounds two
Africa where the old MEN actually nurse the babies!
church at 7:30 p.m. for the misment problem areas. Abram
.ounces, born on Friday, OctoMRS. K.: CHICAGO sion study directed by Mrs. W
said that the Purchase Associa• her 10, at 8:10 a.m. at the Murtion had been of invaluable aid
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
DEAR MRS. K.: I DID consult four top ranking medical A. Farmer. •••
E. T. Cross, Gilbertsville, was in providing a channel for exThe new father is assistant
authorities who agreed unanimously that the woman who
A tea for all new and old re-elected chairman of the change of helpful information
!director of the special collecwanted hormone shots In order to breastfeed her adopted members
of the Welcome Wag- Jackson Purchase Water Dis- on operational problems.
• tion department of the Murray
child should be advised to abandon the idea or she'd wind
The Purchase Water Districts
tricts Association at the regu:State University Library.
on Newcomers Club will
op with no milk and a mustache.
Association expects to arsue a
meeting
lar
held
Grandparents are Mr. and
Tuesday
in
held at the home of Mrs. Doris
I also heard from hundreds of La Leche league members
policy to secure centralized
-Mrs. W. 0. Hatcher, Route 1,
Rose, Keeneland Drive, at ten Mayfield. Cross is also chair- guidance management as a
who
could
have
not
serbeen
more
enthusiastic about the wonman of the North Marshall Wa:Box 14, Rockfield, Ky., and Mr
a.m. Mrs. Linda Adams and
vice to all water districts in
derful work of this fine organisation. I must publicly confess
District.
ter
Other
officers
elect:and Mrs. Eldon Chandler, Route
Mrs. Rose are hostesses.
ed were Dr. Abram Allen, vice- the efforts to perform a promy ignorance. I would not have believed that a woman
•••
•- Two, Robards, Ky.
chairman,
Paducah, of the Reid. per utility function in bringing
- Great grandparents are Mr.
who had never been pregnant could successfully nurse •
St. Leo's Cooperative Nurcentral water service to rural
:and Mrs. M. D. Chandler, Route
baby, and I certainly would have bet against a MALE'S sery School Mothers will meet land Water District and Nell- people
on a more efficient basBoyd, secretaryareasurer,
:Three, Henderson, Mr. and Mrs.
ability to do so. [See my column tomorrow for more let- at the Community Center, Ellisod the soijoia Water District is.
:Shirley Deldoss of Seebree,
Drive, at 7:30 p.m. All mothers
ters on this subject.1
Eugene Buchheit, Louisville, The mutual helpfulness of one
:Ky., and Mrs. Nora Vaughn,
are urged to attend.
manager of the Kentucky As- district to another is a desired
-till South 9th Street, Murray
•••
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
• ••
sociation of Communty Water objective, according to Tom
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
The Pottertown Homemakers Districts
90069. and
in addressing the or- Cross, Chairman. The resources
: Rev. and Mrs. Max Bailey of
Club will meet at the Holiday
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
ganization,
cited the following of each district is to be invent:Murray Route One are the parInn at ten a.m.
problem area that central wa- oried and joint usage of facilients of a baby boy, Gary Jesse,
• ••
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers
Want to
ter system groups should give ties and equipment will be in.weighing eight pounds two
The Tau Phi Lambda soror- high priority
Know," Ned al to Abby, Box 111700, Los Angeles, Cal. mem
to in the operation itiated in the efforts to reduce
.uunces, born on Sunday, Octoity will have a luncheon at the
maintenance
and
of such syst- costs.
ber 12, at four p.m. at the MurColonial House Smorgasbord at ems: management
,
engineering, Woodrow Coots, University of
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
12 noon in honor of Founders
legal, rate structure, jurisdic- Kentucky Area Extension ReTheir other children are CaEat Out In City
Day.
tional differences among group source Development Specialist,
rol Dawn, age fourteen, and
•••
said that the multi-county asusers and types of
Randy, age ten The father is
A practice of officers of Mur- used in a generalizedassistance sociation of water districts was
manner.
a Baptist minister and employMembers and their families ray Assembly No. 19 Order of
Buchheit outlined legislative organized in 1967. There are
Although population is .of the Murray
ed at the Murray Wholesale
-Calloway County the Rainbow for Girls will be proposals as well
now 32 central water systems in
as the
shifting to the suburbs, 82% Shrine Club held
Grocery Company.
their month- held at the Masonic Hall from of hearings conducted results rural areas in the eight Purby
the
of
all
restaurants
are lo- ly fellowship breakfast at the 3:30 to five p.m.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Legislative Research Commis- chase Counties with eighteen
Mrs. Jesse Bailey of Murray cated within city areas in Southside Restaurant on Sunday
• ••
sion.
The relationship of rural districts now in operation.
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs. the U.S. Only 10% are is' morning.
Thursday, Ocotiser 16
electric cooperatives to water
Jesse Crouse of Murray Route suburban areas; 8e; in rural
Attending the breakfast were
The University School PTA districts and assistance
that
Two.
areas.
Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett, will have a potluck dinner at
such organizations may render
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gibson and 6:30 p.m. in the school
cafe- o water districts was discussed.
,hildren, Natalie and Robert, teria. An open house of the
Dr. Abram Allen, vice-chairMr. and Mrs. Don Robinson and new building will follow
the
n, urged the preparation of
ion, Larry, Mr. and Mrs. Freed dinner.
Cotham, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Kappa Delta Pi will. have a
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Black•••
Phone 753-1179
workshop social in Woom 154,
well, Mr. and Mrs. Boone HendTO REQUEST PRAYER FOR HEALING
*
Bosses Night meeting of the Education
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Building, Murray
*
rickson,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edsel
Business
and
Professional Wo- State University, at 5:30 p.m. FROM THE HOLY GHOST, CHECK HERE
We Have It
Your mid-day strolling can
Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
TO REQUEST INSTRUCTION SHEET
Beale, John L. Williams, and men's Club has been postpon• ••
be a pace
TO RECEIVE HOLY GHOST, CHECK
Troy Shepherd.
setter in our two piece walk
ed.
Friday, October 17
ONLY THE SAVED GO TO HEAVEN.
• ••
suit of 100
• ••
per cent Dacron polyester
The Senior Citizens Club will TO RECEIVE JESUS AND BE SAVED
YOU
OR
LOVED ONES WRITE YES ON
The Paris District Susannas meet at the Community Center
double knit,
from Nardis. The free
will meet with Mrs. Samuel R. at 11 a.m. to go to the Kenlake THESE LINES __ _
_
swinging
IN
lines of
OUR
FILES
THOUSANDS
Marvin 0 Page of Murray Dodson of Murray.
the longer jacket moves
Park pavillion for a sack lun- TERS REPORT MIRACLES AND OF LET•
•
GREAT
•
with
has been dismissed from the
tranquility
cheon before taking a boat trip HEALINGS. AND UNSAVED ACCEPTING
throughout your day. Colors of
The Home Department of the on Kentucky Lake.
Western Baptist Hosptial, PaJESUS CHRIST AS THEIR SAVIOUR
•••
Murray Woman's Club will
If YOU SEND THIS AO BACK, WE
ducah.
596 W Main Street
Orange, Green, Sizes 10 to 20. Bamboo,
Phone 753-2621
WILL SEND YOU A BEAUTIFUL GOLD• ••
meet at two p.m. at the club
Stsurday, October 11
EN COIN PURSE & SOME MY SERMONS,
house with Rev Norman CulThe New Providence Riding
Number Down; Size Up
pepper as the speaker. Hostess- club will have a shoot at the
The number of U.S. farm, es will be Mesdames John Live. area starting at nine a.m. Sanddeclined 2,.8% from 1968 say, Virgie Clark, Frank Hol- wiches, coffee, cold drinks, and
totals. In 1969, 2,979,000 comb, Jewell Parks, Humph- shells will be sold at the shoot.
•••
farms were being operated, reys Key, and E. R. Hagen.
•• •
elrnintie orbrzn
encompassing 1,123 billion
1411 011ve Blvd.
The Murray-Calloway County
Temple Hill Chapter No, 511 Shrine Club will meet at the
acres. Farm site increased
— FREE PICKUP and DELIMIT —
PARIS HIGHWAY — TELEPHONE
as land in farms declined Order of the Eastern Star will home of Mr. and Mrs. William
247-2557
Truly rine'Cleaning
Pbano 743-91111
only 4/10 of 1r; over 1968 meet at the Masonic Hall at E Moffett, Panorama Shores, at
Mayfield,
Kentucky 42066
average size for 1969 was 7:30 p.m.
6 30 p m, A potluck supper will
RAINBOW EVANGELISTS ELDRIDGE
•••
precede the business meeting RUTH PLUNKETT, PO. BOX 75855.
:177 acres, op from the 369The Delta Omega chapter of and entertainment will follow LOS ANGELES,
;ivy rage-acre farm.
CAL. 90005, ALL FREE
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Fellowship Group
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Clyde Jones

District PTA Has
42nd Annual Meeting

Mrs. Artie Guthrie
And Edgar Morris
Married Thursday

Noffsinger Home Is
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Group Meeting

Hazel WSCS Holds
General Meeting
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Shrine Breakfast
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Apollo 12 Astronauts Plan James Biggs
"Rock Dances"On Lunar Soil Elected To
State Post

Volkswagen
Faces More
Competition

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TUESDAY — OCTOBER 14, 1969

Credit Flow
Increase Is
Asked For

said "legislation and Executive insure that when housing is being
Department action are needed produced at levels required to
to correct the present imbalance house all Americans, the timber
In the economy and return invest- supplies to produce the basic
ment into the housing market." lumber and plywood products will
Turnbull expressed agreement be available."
DLIktOIT - Germai,y's Volkswith a statement by a Senate The timber supply act would
wagen, still easily the best
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
We walk up to a rock. I take a
Banking Committee staffer which provide the funds to increase
selling foreign car in the United
UPI Space Writer
picture down-sun and Pete steps
criticized Federal policy execu- the management of federal coStates, has had a sales slump
across-sun and takes two piction in the 1966 money crunch mmercial forest lands to bring
and
faces stiffer tompetition
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — tures, a stereo pair. Pete walks
"when an industry (housing) whi- Umber growth and harvest rates
James E. Biggs, 26, Project from automakers in Japan and
The Apollo 12 astronauts plan over with his tongs, picks up a
WASHINGTON, D. C., Members ch comprises three percent of into phase with production on
to perform a series of "rock rock, or with his shovel trench- Director of Upward Bound, Mur- Detroit.
During the first nine months of the forest products industry the Gross National Product takes private industrial forest lands.
dances" during their traverses es, or picks up dirt, depending ray State University was chosen
The forest products industry
of
1969, Japan's Toyota has in- from all parts of the country 70 percent of the tight money
Chairman
of
Kentucky
the
Assocacross the moon's Ocean of on what the interest of the parcreased
its U. S. sales by 94 joined over 1,700 home builders cutback." He warned that the supported the intent of the $1C
iation
of
Upward
Bound Project
"Storms next month.
ticular site is.
per cent over the same period and members of allied groups nation's housing goals of 2,6 billion housing program propos.
They will be in the interest
"He hands it to me, I put it Directors, September 25th, at
in 1968. With 93,427 sales, it yesterday in a housing action million new and rehabilitated ho- ed by the home builders. The protheir
monthly
meeting
at
Moreof science, aimed at expanding in the bag, give it a small deleaped into the No. 2 position program urging Congress and the using units a year through 1978 gram includes these points:
man's knowledge of the lunar scription if one's necessary. I head State University.
1. Congress direct the Federal
The Kentucky Association of among imports, replacing Gener- Administration to increase the would be seriously affected if the
surface and clearing the way fold the tag up so that this
al Motors' German-n,ade Opel. credit flow into the housing mor- present mortgage credit situa- Reserve Board and the Treasury
Project
Directors
second
was
the
for expeditions to different sample will be a discrete samtion did not improve immediate- to support FHA and VA mortgage
Another Japanese make, Dat- tgage market.
such association formed in the
types of terrain next year.
ple and not mixed with the oth-'nation.
The emergency meeting was ly.
markets by purchasing Federal
sun, had an estimated 58 per
Charles Conrad Jr. and Alan ers.
called by the National Associa- "It is not just the home build- National Mortgage Association
cent
sales
and
63,709
increase
Biggs
to
is
a
native
of
HenderL. Bean are to land on the
took over the No. 4 spot, which tion of Home Builders for the ing industry that suffers," Turn- obligations and support the conmoon Nov. 19 while Richard F. "I take a picture of the area son, Kentucky, where he graduated from Henderson City High had belonged to British Leyland, nation's home and apartment bu- bull said, "but all industries, ventional mortgage market by
Gordon remains in lunar orbit. after we sample it so we,eirn
Austin, Jagu- ilders to take their case for a services, and trades providing puchasing obligations of the Fed- DETERMINED is the expresThey will begin their expedition see what we removed, if it dis- School in 1961. He lettered in marketers of MG,
turnaround in the worsening hou- goods and services to the hous- eral Home Loan Bank Beard. sion on face of Mrs. Nguyen
four varsity sports in High Sch- ar, Rover and Triumph.
with a Nov. 14 launching and turbed the surface and to what
2. Congress and the President Thi BInh, Viet Cong peace
James Ryan, Toyota's assist. sing crisis to the Congress and ing industry."
ool. He is remembered at Murreturn to a Pacific Ocean extent. Then we pick up our
He asserted that the goal of authorize full use of all Gover- talks chairman in Paris, as
ray State as a tackle on the Racer ant national sales manager in the Executive Branch.
splashdown 10 days later.
equipment and go to the next
An early analysis of visits with a decent home for every Ameri- nment National Mortgage Assoshe talks to reporters.
football teams under coaches Don the Unied States ,said the numConrad and Bean will conduct site."
ber of dealers handling Datsun Congressional delegations indic- can is being thwarted by incon- ciation special assistance funds
Shelton and Bill Hina.
two 31/2 -hour surface excursions.
Bean and Conrad have studBiggs graduated from Murray has increased from 728 on Oct. ated a majority of the Members sistent federal policies. "The to assist low and moderate inDuring the first they will set up ied the samples brought back in State
gages.
University in 1966. He is I, 1968, to 752 on Oct. 1, 1969. of Congress contacted supported nation's housing commitment can come housing.
a nuclear-powered geophysical July from the Sea of Tranquil5. Congressional enactment of
More important, he adds, the positive programs to reallocate be met without contributing to in- 3. Congress direct that penmarried
to
the
former
Elisa
station to report for at least a ity by Apollo 11's Neil A. Armflation, but the Congress and the sion and trust funds channel a the Teague bill which would chMaria Stefanelli of Starke, Fla. number of dealers handling Toy- funds for mortgage credit.
year on moonquakes, magnetic strong and Edwin E. Alarin Jr. They
If an advertisement appearing Administration will need to take substantial portion of their fun- annel a portion of GI insurance
live at 1200 S. 16th St. otas only has gone from 329 to
forces, solar wind activity and "The rocks they brought tick
yesterday in the WASHINGTON sitive action immediately to ds into home mortgages and the trust funds into veterans' mortThe Upward Bound Project at 406.
the moon's extremely thin at- fall into three or four definite
Two American automakers are PCT, forest products industry avert an even more dangerous President to appeal to insurance gages.
Murray State is the second lar6. Rollback in the prime inclasses," Bean said. "By knowmosphere.
companies to return to investing
gest in the state of Kentucky. now marketing cars priced under and other groups with a vital housing crisis," he said.
terest rate charged by comming these, I think we're going
To Collect Samples
In the mortgage market.
Last summer ll5 students were $2,000. Ford's Maverick has a stake in housing supported the
During the second moonwalk, to be in better shape to look out enrolled
4. Tax exemption of the first ercial banks by any means avain the project. 73 stu- manufacturer's suggested retail home builders' program to bring Turnbull said prompt Congrewhich may range up to a half- for any rocks that don't fall dents
an
$750
additional
of interest income earned ilable and for the Federal Re$10
price
billion
into the ssional action is needed on the
of $1,995 and American
are currently involved in
serve Board to call on member
mile from their landing craft, into these categories,"
mortgage
credit market.
the follow-up portion of the aca- Motors' Hornet is priced at
National Forest Conservation in institutions investing the bulk banks at once to slow loans to
Conad and Bean plan to act as
A total of 30 organizations
of
their
residentia
funds
in
l
mortdemic program. These students $1,994.
d Management Act of 1969 "to
business.
geologists and carefully survey
Toyota's Corolla four-door se- concerned with the deepening
are now enrolled in their inthe surface and collect a wide
home
mortgage credit crunch
dividual high schools in eight dan has an average U. S. price
variety of rock and soil samsupported the concept and thrust
separate counties of the Pur- of $1,790.
ples.
The average manufacturer's of the home builders' program.
chase.
"We'll take a look at all the
A STATEMENT FROM
In visits with Members of ConOf the 51 graduating high sch- price for a four-door sedan in
Interesting geologic features
ool seniors who participated in Toyota's bread-and-butter ser- gress, the home builders, the
within our radius and document
producers of lumber and plyUpward Bound last year 49 are ies, the Corona, is $2,066.
them well, with photographs,
The price of a standard Volks- wood and other cooperating grounow enrolled in colleges throughwith samples and with any verout the United States. Sixty-five wagen Beetle in New York is ps urged Congressional and Exbal description that we think
ecutive Department action to reapercent are in Kentucky and $1,799.
might enhance the total datalign credit resources to make
forty-four of them are enrolled
gathering procedure," Bean said
the additional $10 billion availat Murray State University.
at a recent briefing,
able_ to roncumers..for bomP and
The Upward Bound Program "Common Market"
this, Pete and I have
apartment financing.
has been authorized in the U. S. for Scandinavia?
got what I call a rock dance
Federal fiscal and monetary
Congress through the year 19'72.
STOCKHOLM (UPI) Swe.
that we use every thwe we
policies to control inflation have
The program is now administer- den, Denmark,
Norway and Fin- caused a
come up to &rock, or toa crabflow of money from
ed by the Federal Office of Ed- land are currently
working on a home mortgage financing
er, or to a sinkhole or whatever
(Published especially for the many fine
into
ucation in the Department of plan to create
a Nordic Com- other money markets.
else We've got. The technique is
citizens who are relatively "New-corners"
Health, Education and Welfare. mon Markel:"
The plan calls
roughly this:
The result has been a steady
to our county, and due apologies to the
Biggs will serve as Chairman for a Nordic
customs
union and decrease in new house produc"Pete leads the way. He's at
"hornefolks" who know my story and who
of the Association of Project a wide
extension of economic tion for eight straight
tongs in one hand so he can semonths.
Directors for one year.
may be a bit bored with the information
cooperation among the neighbor
lect a rock. He's got a small
Indications are that unless the
mentioned below.)
countries.
shovel in the other so he can SOTS. CUT BIZ- -June Collins,
flow of credit into home mortdig a trench or actually pick up
For all of my life I have been Involved In
substantia
Australian booking agent,
gages Is
lly improved,
soil.
looks in merry spirits on the Otto's back
the affairs of Calloway County and the Inthe annual rate of housing starts
Dutch Producing
"I follow along and I've got Senate Permanent Investigawill fall below one million units—
terests of Its people as ...
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) - more paper
MAX B. HURT
the lunar tools . . and I walk tions Subcommittee in Washless than one-half the number
Otto Preminger returned to
THE HAGU1E (UP!) — The of new houses and apartments
along with him with the tools ing-ton, where she testified
7 on the tool carrier (a three- that sergeants in Vietnam' Hollywood to complete "Tell Me production of the Dutch paper -needed to meet Rational noos'Mat -You Love Me, Junk Moon"
'
legged stand) and the sample
cut off her show biz because after legal problems involving industry last year totalled 1.2 ing goals.
j bags on the tool carrier.
James R. Turnbull, executive
she wouldn't co-operate on nude scenes in a graveyard in million tons, as compared with
1.1 million tons in 1967' and vice president of the National
Stereo Pictures
kickbacks by performers.
New England.
1.07 million tons in 1966
"Both of us have cameras.
Forest Products Association,

MAX B.T. HURT

----------114k-VOTERS OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY

do

FARMER - EDUCATOR - PUBLIC SERVANT
BUSINESS MAN - CIVIC WORKER

NO TABLEWARE
5 % PASSBOOKS

WITH

5v4% CERTIFICATES

"EXTRA EARNING"
PASSBOOKS

CERTIFICATES

50/0

5

1/4%

Withdrawable June 30

$10,000 Minimum

1. I live on the farm near Kirksey where I was born and which I have owned and
operated since I was big enough to follow a two-horse plow. I have been a continous
member of Calloway County Farm Bureau since its organization in Calloway. Honorary Life Member Future Farmers of America. Calloway farm dust has always been
on my feet!
2. Graduate of Murray High School and Murray State University. Served two terms as
President M.S.U. Alumni Association. I taught one term in a one room school
at
Jackson in the northern part of the county. The first of my 10 years of work
as a
Principal of High Schools in Western Kentucky was begun at New Concord.
-.3. Director of banks in Western Kentucky for 25 years. Auditor. Treasurer,
and Executive Vice President of Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society from
which
I retired. I was one of the original organizers and founders of Radio Station
WNBS
in Murray. Honorary Life Member Calloway County Chapter Future Business
Association.
1. Rural Letter Carrier and Assistant Postmaster, serving under three different
Postmasters. M. L. Whitnell. H. T. Waldrop, and Harry I. Sledd. Secretary of
Murray
Chamber of Commerce when the Tappan Stove Company came to Murray.
Member
of Planning Committee for Kenlake State Park.
5. President Murray Industrial Foundation. Chamber of Commerc
e "Man of The
Year" in 1965. Vice President Calloway County Retarded Children's
Association.
Gen. Chairman United Fund, Chairman Trustees of Calloway
County Library District. Committeeman Boy Scouts. Director Western Waterlands
of Kentucky.
C. I am a Methodist. Rotarian, Mason, Shriner, American Legion
member, Woodman,
and a member of Kirksey P.T.A. I married Mavis McCuiston from
one of the pioneer
families of the New Concord section of Calloway. We have one
daughter, Geraldine,
now Mrs. Van Bogard Dunn, and four grand-children.
IT IS ON THIS BACK-GROUND OF ASSOCIATIONS THAT
SERVICES
AS A STATE REPRESENTATIVE ARE OFFERED TO A GREAT
PEOPLE
IN A GREAT COUNTY IN A GREAT STATE.

Available With $25.00 Deposits, 1st Setting
Free, Buy Additional Settings For $2.25.

HIGHER EARNINGS & HIGHER MIRY TABLEWARE GO TOGETHER!

Respectfully Submitted.

)ace

MURRAY BRANCH

of 100
knit,
ines of
iquility
imboo,

MAX B. HURT

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN

Republican Candidate
for Representative

You've Got A Choice This Time! Vote Like You Please!

Paid for by Max B. Hurt, Treasurer, Max
B. Hurt Campaign Fund

ALLEN ROSE

BRUCE THOMAS

Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ky. 42054
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SEEN & HEARD . .. Nixon Urges Senate To Kill
(Continued From Pogo 1)

Free Choice Ammendment

and need something to eat on
Louie B. Nunes record in Cal- while you are walking around.
ley's) County. Lassiter said that Just get a big hand full of them
Nunn bad cancelled ail of the and munch along, one at a time
college rito four lame highway 641 Real crisp.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The cut off federal aid to
North except 2-9 mile*. He
oters and to colleges which fail
urged
the
administration
Nixon
pointed out that the four lace- Every now and then we have a
to crack down on rioters. He
d Main St. is four years starved feeling for milk. May- Senate today to kill Housethe proposals would play
said
passed amendments approving
away, weaning it will not be
deficiency
be
we
have
a
calcium
the hands of revolutioninto
school
asof
choice"
"freedom
under the Nunn admini- or something. Anyway when
who "would like nothing
aries
rule
. The $300,000 spent in we get this hankering, there ii signment systems and to
than to shut down unibetter
Calloway County for roads haa nothing that will satisfy it ex- out mandatory "busing" of stu- versities."
Demdents.
because
a
only
been spent
cept a big glass of cold milk.
the Whitten
said
Finch
Robert H. Finch, secretary of
ocratic legislature had passed
compel the
"would
amendments
legislation requiring that the All kinds of viewpoints. Read- health, education and welfare,
so-called
money be spent 100111.1Y. LISSiier
told a Senate Appropriations department to approve
ing a letter to the editor in
plans even
choice'
of
'freedom
that
the
monsaid
the
provisions
He
subcommittee
declared.
the Commercial Appeal yesterineffective in ending
ey now being spent at Murray day and the fellow takes issue "could seriously jeopardize the If they are
State University was money op- with a teport that one faces substantial progress we have discrimination."
Freedom of choice" is a term
propriated by a DeEDOCratk legmore dangers in American traf- made in school desegregation." coined for systems in which
islature.
fic than if he were in Viet Nam. The amendments were tacked parents can choose the school
Carroll, appearing at Murray An
article appeared recently on in the House to HEW's ap- their children attend. The Suas a part of a very busy speakby
UPI
that there are more propriations bill by Rep, Jamie preme Court has ruled them
ing scheduled, found a recept- traffic deaths in one
year than Tv/bitten, D-Miss. The adminis- generally ineffective in achievive audience for his main there have
been
casualties
in tration took no position then,
theme A vote for local Demoing desegregation.
and they narrowly passed.
the
war.
whole
of
the
Viet
War
Louie
crats is a vote against
Fears Reversal
Aid to Segregation
This fellow pointed out, rightB. Nunn.
If the Senate approves the
Finch's testimony today repfully,
that
the
traffic
report
Carroll described his own efsaid in precovered 200 million people, resented the administration's amendments, Finch
PIKES WIN AT MSU - Dean William G. Nash, vies-president for acacienik affairs at
fects to cooperate with the Gov- while the Viet Nam situation first official word it would fight pared testimony, "recalcitrant
Murray State University, presents the Dean Nash Scholarship Trophy plaque for 11611-14
Basic Cost $112.8 Million
ernor for the good of the Comthe Whitten amendments, which school districts would be ente Dan Miller, norther from Murray and presid ent of PI Kappa Alpha fraternity at MSU. The
monwealth. Nunn, he said, re- covered 550,000. Placed in its
civil rights goups contended couraged to harden their positrue
perspective,
he
continued,
But the KEA figures them- sponded to this effort with
Pikes won the trophy fee having a 231 overall scholastic average last year, which was the
traffic
deaths
amount
to
.3
per
would perpetuate segregated tions, and districts which have
highest mires, of any of the campus fraternities. Pi Kappa Alpha has won the scholarship selves came in for close scru- threats.
complied with the law would be
cent
while deaths in Viet Nam Southern school systems.
trophy for ten ef the 11 veers It has been given.
(Photo by Darryl Armstrong) tiny when a legislative research
As an illustration of the GovFinch also urged the subcom- tempted to go back on their
commission staff study indicat- ernor's tics, Carroll suggest- amount to .2 per cent.
mittee to kill other House- commitments."
ed the basic KEA program ed that Governor Nunn played
The amendments say HEW
would cost $182.8 million. With politics with Murray's new foot- We usually do not pay much passed amendments designed to
could not use its federal school
the total program, the figure, ball stadium. -He wanted to give attention to recipes we get in
aid funds to "force busing of
the LRC said, would be In- Max Hurt credit for reinstat- the mail, but one came in color
NOW
from
YOU
KNOW
the
-lobo
people
with
a
students, the abolishment of
d to $54.3 million.
-(Continued From
ing the stadium but we called
any school, or to force any stuIt was after the LRC study his bluff," Carroll mid. "Demo- color picture of a concoction
Federal Rae -Market News
Service, 10-14-'69 Kertucky Pur- ed with all interior work re- became known, that the KEA crats made and seconded the called Nutty Custard Pie. Just by United Press International dent attending any elementary
Phosphorus, one of the least or secondary school to attend a
revised its figures from $161.8 motion to reinstate the stadium looking at this pie made our
chase Area Hcg Market Report mining to be done.
abundant minerals in nature, is particular school against the
The new store will permit million to the present $211.1 while the Governor remained mouth water.
Includes 10 Buying Stealers.
of sew- million.
one of the most widely used in choice of his or her parents or
Receipts 1577 Head, Barrows more attractive display
he added. "Nunn," Caritems. The present $211.3 million silent,"
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
and Gilts 50 to 75e Lower; ing machines and other
"is one of the sharp- In fact it looked so good, we chemical and manufacturing parent."
said,
roll
Included in the plans is an ex- figure includes raising the sal- est yet crudest politicians to will depart from a practice of processes. Phosphorus comThey also forbid use of HEW
opened strong today in brisk Sows, Steady to Week.
department. ary base for teachers to $6,long standing and print the re- pounds are used in detergents, funds to require -the attendturnover.
US 2-3 200-240 the $24.75-25.26, panded drapery
be in Frankfort."
ever
departments spec- 000, reducing the pupil-teacher
Few 1-2 $25.50; Several new
Belief- that Washington is
Describing the Republican cipe for this Jello Golden Egg water softeners, leavening a- ance of students at a particular
particular items will ratio, and increases in capital opponents of local
gents, plasticizers and incendiDemocrats as Custard Caramel Pecan Pie.
moving faster toward a Viet- US 2-4 190-240 lies $24.25-24.75; ializing in
school as a condition precedent
added. Vogue patterns outlay, teacher retirement pro- being good men and friends of
ary bombs.
nam cease-fire despite a vow US 2-4 240-260 leis 523.75-2425; also be
to obtaining federal funds."
1
package
(41
/
2
sewing
oz.)
Jell-O
the
will be added to
gram and other related el- his, Carroll described the choice
not to be influenced by the US 3-4 260-280 lbs 523.25-23.75;
Golden
Egg
Custard
Mix
center's large stock of patterns penses.
of voters as a choice between
moratorium set for Wednesday SOWS:
which now include Simplicity, The $254.3 million figure of the principles of the two part- 21/2 cups milk
could help extend Monday's US 1-2 2'70-350 lbs n2.00-22.50, Butterick and McCalle.
1 baked 8-inch pie shell, cooled
the LRC took into consideration ies. "No matter how much we
/
1 2 cup firmly posliod light brown_
sharp advance. However, there
Pew $23.00;
Singer's addition to Belair an ail-inclusive program, some
think of these men, our opponsugar
is some feeling that profit US 1-3 30041,30 Au_ 421.00-22.003 will further expand the
1/2 cup pecan pieces
DS 2-'3- 0-850 lbs M.00-21.00. shopping complex that already at which was not incorporated ents, they are Republicans, and
taking could soda data'
by the KEA such as costs for they will support Louie B.
tcoubie,
p butter
uptoorns light corn syrup
picture..
houses Big K, Say-Rite, Storey's a daily planning period for
2
Nunn," said Carroll.
Murray
InOtasco,
Food
Giant,
Shortly after the opening, the
Go
each teacher and a percentage
The Speaker itemized a list pr11/6/42potceuisp:loenrvon,1
surance Agency, Wishy Washy, increase in the contributions to of what he
PI
marketwide indicator
described
as
the
Credithrifht, and Judy's Beauty
showed a gain of 1.18 per cent
the teacher retirement pro- broken promises of the RepubliJell-O Golden Egg- CusSalon. Coming soon to the com- gram.
on 336 issues crossing the tape. ADULTS 91
cans in the state. Speaking with- tard Mix as directed on package
plex is a ladies dress shop, restNEWBORN
4
The LAIC study also noted out notes, Carroll said "over for pie, reducing milk to 21/2 cups.
There were 211 advances, and
aurant, men's store and other,
OCTOBER 11, 1969
that to just "standstill" with 100 promises that were in the Pour into pie shell. Chill until set
40 declines.
businesses.
present programs of normal Republican platform from May -at least 3 hours. Meanwhile,
Motors and electronics were
Adams has been the authorADMISSIONS
growth,
the increase in alloca- to November, 1967, have been combine the sugar, pecan pieces,
firm, while oils moved irreguized Singer representative in
butter, and light corn syrup in
would have to be broken."
tions
that
larly. Steels edged higher.
Betty Dodd, 913 North 18th, Murray for over ten years. The made to education would be
Some of the major areas saucepan. Cook and stir over low
General Motors
rose % to
it's
has
been
at
sewing
center
heat until
comes to a full
l'ak 72/
1 while Chrysler climbed Murray; Annie Stalls, Rte. 2, present location since 1962. Mr $24.6 million over the next two where Nunn had broken his boil. Add mixture
the water. Continue
Hazel; Denise Duncan, Rte. 5,
promises
Carroll
years.
said
were
no
5/82'
to 38%.
Benton; Clarence Cross, Rte. Adams expresses his appreciaForgy said the administra. new taxes, promises to reduce boiling 1 1/2 minutes. Add vanilla.
Xerox traded a block of 23,000 1, Hardin; Somonia Spann, 502 tion to the people of this area don's tax relief proposal would the state payroll, cuL contracts, Cool.Union sauce-over Irrevtdoor
shares at 102% up 1%, Lykes- South 2nd, Murray; Herbert New- for the continued growth of the allow for "normal growth and increase industrialization' in the servings of pie.
business and promises
Youngstown 25,000 shares at berry, Rte, 1, Almo; Cecilia sewing
the same prompt and courteous accommodate the revenue pro- Commoqwealth, and in exempt
1478 up %, Whittaker Corp. Cope, 215 South llth, Murray;
farm machinery Loin taxation. Vice-President Agnew tells the
service for which his stare is gram."
16,600 shares at 24% up %, and Elvis Lamb, Rte. 1, Kirksey; known.
Prior to his comments, the
Carroll concluded his speech story about a man named Joe
AMK corp. 12,700 shares and Wyonnona Brian, Rte. 2, Murcommittee voted to request the with an appeal to Democrats who fell asleep for 20 years
another of 49,100 shares, both ray; Gerald Richardson, Rte. 3,
state department of education to get the job done in Novem- and, upon awakening, decided
FOUR CITED
at 30 up In . Bath Industries Murray; Nannie Lovins,1415 Popto prepare a long-range study ber. "This county is pert of the to find out how his investments
added 1 /8 to 21 on a block of lar, Murray; Chesley Adams,
of future needs It was suggest- Gibraltar of Democracy and it had held up. He called his
Four persons were celled by
10,000 shares.
Rte. 3, Murray; May Andrus,
ed the study be made for a 10 is unthinkable that a Republi- broker, explained about the 20In the oils, Occidental traded ll08 Poplar, Murray, Will Evans, the Murray Police Department year period.
can would hold office from )ear delay in contacting him,
a block of 10,900 shares at 26% Rte. 6, Murray; Ruby Lampkins, yesterday and last night. They
lloway County," he conelud- then asked: 'How's my Xerox
were two for driving while indoing?" The broker replied that
up len, and Texaco 15,300 shares 513 South 16th, Murray.
toxicated and no operator's liit had split 17 times and that
at 32% off %. Atlantic Richfield
cense, one for public drunkenCallaway County Democratic Joe's $5,000 investment w a
rose 11/2 to 1011/2, but Standard
DISMISSALS
and one for speeding.
Chairman, Mary Jane Littleton, now worth a cool $6 million.
of Ohio eased 3/s to 951e.
introduced
the local candidates "How's my Polaroid?" asked
Among the electronics, NaOla Kendall, Rte. 5, Murray; _Cindy Nation, 1002 North 13th,
who
face
opposition
and they Joe. He was told Polaroid had
tional Cash Register picked up Pain Young, Rte. 2, Murray; Murray; Helen Bolter, Rte. 2,
made brief statements. These split 15 times and his stock was
% to 1501/4, and Honeywell 14 to Anna Lassiter, 1003 Fairlane, Murray; Clara McCuiston, Rte.
included Guy Lovins, candidate worth $10 million. As Joe was
146%. Sperry Rand gained 3,4 to Murray; Lorene Falwell, Rte, 5, Murray; Erma
Nanney, 411
for
State Representative, Len- about to inquire about his
44%, and Fairchild Camera 1 6, Murray; Beatrice Stone, 203 South 8th, Murray;Sarah Oliver,
ts Hale, candidate for magi- AT&T and General Motors
to 85.
Maple St., Murray; Geraldine Rte, 7, Murray; James Hale,
strate and Paul Shapiro, candi- stock, the operator interrupted
U.S. Steel was unchanged at Blankship, Rte. 3, Murray; Irene 628 Broad Ext.,
Murray; Joe
date for City Prosecuting At- to say: "I'm sorry, sir, your
37, while Bethlehem gained 1/4 Dick, Rte. 4, Murray; Marion Pete Ely, 1309 Maple St.,
three minutes are up. Please
Murtornme
to 29%.
Hudson, 908 North 16th, Murray; ray.
WASHINGTON (UPI) deposit $500,000!"
White House sources hinted to- Chairman Littleton led a disday President Nixon is about cussion on planning a rally for Always mindful of the predica
to engage in his own special Wednesday afternoon, October ments that men can get into,
brand of "jawboning" in an ef- 290. when a Democratic Cara- we offer this solution to the
fort to stop inflation.
van will be visiting Murray. The man who forgets his wife's
Nixon, According to White Caravan will feature Lieuten- birthday, "How do you expect
House aides, is expected to em- ant-Governor Wendell Ford, At- me to remember your birthday,
ploy the tactic when he deliv- torney-Geoeral John Breckin- when you never look any olders a major statement later this ridge and Speaker of the Rowe. er". If that don't smooth things
week on inflation.
Julian Carroll.
over men, nothing will.
From other sources it was
Dave Carter, Paducah, a Demunderstood Nixon would ham- ocratic nominee from McCrackmer away at a little-noted theme en County, accompanied SpeakMillard Fillmore was the first
he touched during his last news er Carroll to Murray and was
president to have a step-mother.
conference on Sept. 26. Dur- intrxxiticed.
ing his 1968 campaign he repeatedly attacked inflation and
promised "to reverse the in
responsible fiscal policies which
produce it."
The approach boils down to
ADVERTISED ON NBC-TV'S
this: The administration is tellTODAY SHOW AND IN 396
ing labor and management that
NEWSPAPERS!
it has done its part to combat
inflation and now unions and
management must follow the
example.
Nixon said that the 1966
WITH EACH $1.00 PURCHASE OF
"guidelines" as to what the
REXALL BRAND ITEMS ON THIS SALE!
government felt were reasonable wage and price increases
HURRY! *
had died because government
had failed to do its part by
holding down its own spending
Nixon said he has cut the
federal budget by $7 billion,
smti
Imposed monetary restraints
ic:CNOS0TUPRI40tig
8 A 0N
though they actually were imEs
vLASLu
SPECIA
plemented by the independent
Federal Reserve and had asked
Congress for an extension of
the 10 per cent income tax surONUS BUYS
charge.
GlIt AT
In recent days administration
pterte° BUT
officials have pointed to sitesyea.t1E51
sometimes -painful" ones-'
ea
that the economy is cooling off.
In September unemployment
fIt
rose to 4 per cent - the sharpest increase in nine years.
Stock prises have fallen, hous
ing construction is down and
there is slower overall growth
an the economy.
little difficult for us to include
in the next biennium," said Deputy Finance Commissioner
Lawrence Porgy.
Forgy made the statement
during a discuseion of the KEA
program by the joint HouseSenate Interim Committee on
Appropriations and Finance.
"If you adopt this program,"
Forgy asked the legislators,
"where is the money going to
come from?"
It was noted the $120.2 million figure did not take into
account the $20 million tax relief proposal of Governor Nunn.
Although the committee members discussed the fiscal merits of the KEA proposal at
ngth, it was apparent they
ere in no mood to talk about
raising allocations to educeon in the face of Nurin's prose] and a general mood Vn
e state, and throughout the
ountry for that matter, against
ising taxes

Today's
Stock Market

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Sewing Center

-1-004*-

1/

iThis Early American Clock
by SPARTUS with FREE Matchin9
I-Sconces.

Hospital Report

Comparative Value 24.95

t•

Reports Say
Nixon Plang
'Jawboning'

Now Only 9.99

PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS OFT
AND FOR HOME!!
Come See At

FAIR WEATHER SALE

QUALITY- LOW PRICED CARS

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

ALL MUST GO BEFORE COLD WEATHER !

'67
'64
'64
'63
'62
'62
'61

FORD Cortina 2-Door
DODGE. Power steering and brakes.
OLDS 98 4-Door. Power and air.
MERCURY. 4-Door.
FORD Econoline Van.
FORD 4-Door. V-8, stick.
FORD Galaxie 500 4-Door,
CHEVY 4-Door. Like new.
DODGE 4-Door. 6-cylinder.
'59 OLDS 98 4-Door. Air.
'60 FALCON 4-Door. Black.

'700.00
'650.00
'650.00
'500.00
'450.00
'150.00
'150.00
'350.00
'100.00
'250.00
'125.00

LOTS OF LATE MODEL USED CARS.
SOME GOOD USED PICKUPS

HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 SOUTH 12th STREET

CALL
CON
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WHAT A DOGGY BONE!-- This 20-ton steel casting produced
by Milwaukee's Falk Corp. is only one-half of a mammoth
support strut for a propeller shaft of an ocean freighter.

in fatality rates for these acci- uses of accidental death in both
dents.
color groups, the fatality rate
Fatal falls, which i'Aik second from poisonous gas being paras the accidental cause of death ticularly high among nonwhite
among white women, begin to women at ages 35-54. Fatality
rise significantly at ages 35-44, rates from firearm accidents
and continue to be of increasing are strikingly higher among nonimportance at the older ages. whites than whites in every age
The death rate from fires and group.
explosions is consistently highAccording to National Health
er, however, than that from falls Survey data, more than 12.5 millamong nonwhite women in every ion women at the working ages
working age group.
each year are injured seriously
Poisoning by solids and liquids enough to require medical attenranks fourth with respect to the tion, or to be restricted in actiaccidental death rate at the work- vity for at least one day. Over
ing ages, and occurs most fre- half of these -victims sustain
quPqly at ages 25 and older. their InjftrI6S1ilaccidents which
Statisticians point out that by occur in and about the home,
contrast, drowning figures pro- and about The in ten at the place
minently as a cause of death of *employment. Relatively few
of ages 15-19, especially among women lose their lives at work nonwhites.
about 50 such deaths per year
Poisonous gas and firearm being reported in non-transport
accidents also are important ca- accidents.
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OF FABULOUS VALUES ON TOP NAME...
TOP QUALITY CARPET FOR YOUR HOME

HOW 'YOU CAN

by Charles M. Schulz
ORTED ME AND NOW I
APPEAR BEFORE THE HEAD
THIS LILL f3RING D(S&RACE
Xl4i? HILL PUPPY FARM

IN ALL THE HISTORY OF THE
DAISY HILL PUPPY FARM,NO ONE
1415 EVER BEEN ORDERED To
APPEAR EFORE THE HEAD BEAGLE!!

SAVE ON THE SENSATIONAL
CARPET THAT WAS TORTURE TESTED
AT THE KENTUCKY STATE FAIR...
A.N-D PR(11 -ED PRACTICAL:
As entire .:.11 of Kitchen Class cs carpet;ng was subiected to the traffic
of over 1000.000 feet at the Kentucky State For You con see how it
beautifully We have °oval samples from
survived this Torture Test
the State f c on display in our showrooms now

ick

by Ernie Bushmiller
I T DO
THING

7‘ittellateri
Clfai A*4.115it*Ali

I READ
N THE
PAPER
THAT
YOU
HAD A

TRICK
KNEE

Special 1-Week Offer
INSTALLATION
FREEduring
offer,

Now,
this limited special
you can have Kitchen Classics completely
installed in an average 9' x 12' kitchen for as little as

MORE BEAUTY...MORE COMFORT... MORE PRACY1CAUTY
WITH THE CARPET MADE ESPECIALLY FOR
KITCHENS AND FAMILY ROOMS!

by R. Van Buren
CAUSE
IT GOES
I'M NOT A DEADBEAT-I LOADED, AGAINST THE AND NEITHER 15 CHARLIE.
'EN'T GOT GRAIN, POP.„ AND SOONER OR LATER.
T'
THE ROOF IS GOING 10
A BILL!50
CAVE IN!
WHILST
/

Kitchen Classics makes a dramatic change in the rooms in which you
spend many long hours everyday! No more hands arid knees scrubbing
and waxing. Wipe up spills with.a sponge. Pick up crumbs with a
vacuum. The only thing this sensational carpet absorbs is noise! Backed
with cushioned Rubber-Loc-Bac for extra comfort underfoot.

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS

eve

PURDOM'S, INC.

•

202 So. 5th
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-4872
"We service , what we sell"
CE PROPERTY, large lot
ghly restricted neighbor150' x 250'. Beautiful
trees. Restful living ha a
quiet istmosphere and nearness
00 PA tennis and horse riding &A features of this residential 'wares. Phone 753-7720.
0-15-C
rtf,I

RENT
apartnient
NICE
for four
Available November 1st hone 7554108 al0-14-C
ter 4:00 p.10.
NICE three-blikroom trailer for
college boys Phone 753-5108
TFC
after 5:00 p

Ken-Ten
BUILDING
SUPPLIES

-PANELING201 Maple Street
75 3 - 6 5 1 3

CASH AND CARRY.
nylon pile carpet, $1.99 sq. yd.;
heavy cut pile, $3.95 sq. yd.;
heavy polyester fiber jute back,
$3.95 sq. yd.; Dupont 501, meets
or exceeds FHA, $3.95 sq. yd.;
Commercial type high density
rubber back, $3.95 sq. yd.; Indoor-outdoor, $2.75 sq. yd.;
other irbdoor-outdoor, $3.95 sq
yd. Also remnants, bathroon
pieces, out off, hall tunnem
values up to $7.95 eq. ych, our
price, $1.99 and $2.99 sq. yd.
While it lasts. Paschall's Discount House, Hazel, Ky. Phone
492-9733.
0-16-P

Fl N EST!!

PERSONAL
LEAVINGS —

Saks

NICE COPPERSK1N sweet pa
tonnes. Please bring your consedan.
SIX-ROOM urenialtied apart- 1961 FALCON four door
tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
ment, air conl%oned. carpet- Good condition. Come by mid Mill. Phone 247-5283.
04-C
see at 1609 Hamilton "0-16-P
ed Call 753-813
AUTOS FOR

by Al Ca7
IT'S TH

10-14

,
E100446

-BUTPORKNOY
DOESN'T- TRUSr
PEOPLE —

THE

PIKES WIN AT MAU — Doan William G. Nash, slco-oreoldent for at
Murray Stets Univorstty, presents tile Doan Nash Scholarship Trophy pl
to Dan Minor, lumbar from Murray and prosid ant of PI Kappa Alpha frater
Mos won the trophy for having a 2_99 overall scholastk average last year
highest avorogs of any of Ow campus fratarn kiss. PI Kappa Alpha has wo
trophy for ton of the 11 veers It has boon silvan
(Photo by T
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A
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—
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(Continued From Pegs 1)

(Continued From Page 1)

little difficult for us to include
In the next biennium," said Deputy Finance Commissioner
Lawrence Porgy
Porgy made the statement
during a discussion of the KEA
program by the joint HouseSenate Interim Committee on
Appropriations and Finance.
"If you adopt this program,"
Porgy asked the legislators,

Louie B. Neon's record in Calloway county. Lassiter said that
Nunn tied cancelled all of the
go
Plans to four lane highway
North except 2.9 miles. He
Pointed out that the four laneing oi Main St. is four years
away, meaning it will not be
dcae under the Nunn acknini"ration. The $300,000 spent in
ay County for roads has

(Continued From Page 1)
and need something to eat on
while you are walking around.
Just get a big hand full of them
and munch along, one at• time
Real crisp.
Every now and then we have a
starved feeling for milk. Maybe we have a calcium deficiency
or something. Anyway when
we get this hankering, there LI

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Nixon administration urged the
Senate today to kill Housepassed amendments approving
"freedom of choice" school assignment systems and to rule
out mandatory "busing" of stu-

cut off federal aid to college rioters and to colleges which fail
to crack down on rioters. He
said the proposals would play
into the hands of revolutionaries who "would like nothing
better than to shut down uni-

Now, you can enjoy
beautiful, practical carpeting
in areas you never dared
carpet before... both inside
and outside your home!

(Continued
Federal State Market News
Service, 10-14-'69 Eertucky Purchase Area Reg Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1577 Head, Barrows
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
and Gilts 50 to 75t Lower;
opened strong today in brisk Sows, Steady to Weak.
turnover.
US 2-3 2)0-240 lbs $24.75-26.25,
Belief that Washington is
Few 1-2 $25.50,
moving faster toward a Viet- US 24 190-240 lbs $24.25-24.75;
nam cease-fire despite a vow US 2-4 240-260 lbs $23.75-2425;
not to be influenced by the US 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.25-23.75;
moratorium set for Wednesday SOWS:
could help extend Monday's US 1-2 270-350 ilis $22.00-22.50,
sharp advance. However, there
Few $23.00;
is some feeling that profit US 1-3 300-550 as V1.00-22.00;
taking could seen enter the US 2-3 450-860 Ifie $20.00-21.00.
picture.
Shortly after the opening, the
PI
marketwide
indicator
showed a gain of 1.18 per cent
on 336 issues crossing the tape.
There were 211 advances, and
40 declines.
Motors and electronics were
ADMISSIONS
firm, while oils moved irregularly. Steels edged higher.
Betty Dodd, 913 North 18th,
General Motors
rose % to
721/2, while Chrysler climbed Murray; Annie 'Stalls, Rte. 2,
Hazel; Denise Duncan, Rte. 5,
5/8 to 38%.
Benton; Clarence Cross, Rte.
Xerox traded a block of 23,000 1, Hardin; Somonia Spann, 502
shares at 1021/4 up 1%, Lykes- South 2nd, Murray; Herbert NewYoungstown 25,000 shares at berry, Rte. 1, Almo; Cecilia
%, Whittaker Corp. Cope, 215 South 11th, Murray;
16,600 shares at 24% up %, and Elvis Lamb, Rte. 1, Kirk.sey;
AMK corp. 12,700 shares and Wyonnona Brinn, Rte. 2, Muranother of 49,100 shares, both ray; Gerald Richardson, Rte. 3,
at 30 up 1/2. Bath Industries Murray, Nannie Lovins,1415 Popadded 1 /8 to 21 on a block of Jar, .,Murtay., Chesley Adams,
10,000 shares.
Rte. 3, Murray; May Andrus,
In the oils, Occidental traded 1108 Poplar, Murray; Will Evans,
a block of 10,900 shares at 26% Rte, 6, Murray, Ruby Lampkins,
up 1,2, and Texaco 15,300 shares 513 South 16th, Murray.
at 32% off 1/8. Atlantic Richfield
rose 1112 to 1011/2, but Standard
DISMISSALS
of Ohio eased % to 951/2.
Among the electronics, NaOla Kendall, Rte, 5, Murray;
tional Cash Register picked up Pam Young, Rte. 2, Murray;
% to 15014, and Honeywell 14 to Anna Lassiter, 1003 Fairlane,
146%. Sperry Rand gained % to Murray; Lorene Falwell, Rte,
44%, and Fairchild Camera 1 6, Murray; Beatrice Stone, 203
to 85.
Maple St., Murray; Geraldine
U.S. Steel was unchanged at Blankship, Rte. 3, Murray; Irene
37, while Bethlehem gained 14 ick, Rte. 4, Murray; Marion
to 2914.
Hudson, 908 North 16th, Murray,
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At Fast! the ideal, practical carpeting to provide "eye appear,
comfort and luxury in areas such as, patios, children's rooms
basements, etc. If you haven't considered carpeting for these

areas... now is the time to consider Four Seasons... and Save!

1 WEEK ONLY
Save up to
$2.00 per
square yard on
Four Seasons
Indoor- Outdoor
Carpeting

WI1.11 OR WITHOUT
FOAM RUBBER BACKING

We now offer Four Seasons carpeting
with a permanently attached heavy foam
rubber backing to add comfort and saferN
to indoor applications.

SAVE UP TO S2 00 PER SQUARE ARD
OVER THE REGULAR PRICE'

Cindy Nation,
Murray, Hele
Murray; Clar.
5, Murray; 1
South 8th ,Mu,
Rte. 7, Merl
628 Broad E
Pete Ely, 130'
ray.

Tot
tuf
wit

Four Seasons is unaffected by sun, rein, dampness. It
won't fade, shrink, stretch, rot, or mildew. You can
actually hose it clean. The dense fiber resists wear..
stains stay out.., colors stay in.

Tracked-in dirt is a breeze to clean with quick
vacuuming. For the perfect Indoor-Outdoor carpeting,
choose FOUR SEASONS of 100% Marvess olef in fiber

SEE FOUR SEASONS TODAY - THE CARPET FOR THE
"PROBLEM AREAS" IN AND AROUND YOUR HOME

FAIR WEATHER SE
QUALITY- LOW PRICED CAR
AIL MUST GO BEFORE COLD WEATHEF
FORD Cortina 2-Door
DODGE. Power steering and-brakes
OLDS 98 4-Door. Power and air.
MERCURY. 4-Door.
FORD Econoline Van.
FORD 4-Door. V-8, stick.
FORD Galaxie 500 4-Door.
CHEVY 4-Door. Like new.
DODGE 4-Door. 6-cylinder.
OLDS 98 4-Door. Air.
FALCON 4-Door. Black.

LOTS OF LATE MODEL USED CARS.
SOME GOOD USED PICKUPS

HATCHER AUTO SALES

Proved Practical for Poolside. Four Seasons not only makes
your pool area more attractive, but provides a safer surface for
youngsters to play. There's no worry about rotting or mildew,
Four Seasons dries quickly and retains its orginal color, even
under the hottest sun.

Four Seasons is the ideal floor covering for such areas
as: basements, recreation rooms, hallways, stairs,
screened porches, sunciecks, patios, utility rooms, etc.

Non-allergenic for rairseries,
children's bedrooms and playrooms.
Four Season's deep,rich colors make
every room a more inviting place to
entertain, play, work, or just relax.

YOU CAN HAVE FOUR SEASONS...AND SAVE DURING THIS SALE!
TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

FREE ESTIMATES

had died because government
had failed to do Its part by
holding down its own spending
Nixon said he has cut the
federal budget by $7 billion,
imposed monetary restraints
though they actually were implemented by the independent
Federal Reserve and had asked
Congress for an extension of
the 10 per cent income tax surcharge.
In recent days administration
officials have pointed to signs—
sometimes "painful" ones —
that the economy is cooling off.
in September unemployment
rose to 4 per cent — the sharpest increase in nine years.
Stock prices have fallen. hous
ing construction is down and
there is slower overall growth
in the economy.
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NOTICE

LAUNDRY and dry claminducting building, in west
city city. Priced to sell.
u. Byerfincier, Sikeston,
ITC

Over 15,000
Women Die
In Accidents

POE SALM

NOTICE

Dutch births off
THE HAGUE ((JPI) — The NEW YORK, N.Y.—More than
21 FT. CHR1SCRAFT cabin
cruiser 85 HP motor with trail- birth rate in Holland has been 15,000 women of working age lost
er, $1,100.00. Phone 753-8674. going down site 1964, and in their lives in accidents in the
f
,•..,
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TV SERVICE CENTER

1
Wall-To-Wall Luxury....
1/1
Take your choice of either of these
fine Barwick carpets....Both of thick,
resilient pile of Kodel Polyester!

GODDESS
TOUCH

Ick

SCULPTURED BROADLOOM CARPET
that
Deep , doese coestrectiee awl tip shwared pile wake Goddess Teed a carpet
yore:
polyester
II
Nadel
come.
will retells its lour's,: look for seamy years to
'issue bouts-hack resilieecy and easy cheoebility. Nish styli's... Nigh
at es attractive price!
16 DECORATOR COLORS
the
From Bayberry Red to Willow Green. you'll find
(Vitt tliatAV exotay. milted - for your

Select the carpet you've always wanted
Now. during our One-Week Sale!

"eye appeal",
children's rooms,
ing for these
and Save!

carpeting
heavy foam
rt and safetv

PINE
MANOR

Total performance
tufted into every yard
with pile of. . .
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WHAT A DOGGY BONE!-- This 20-ton steel casting produced
by Milwaukee's Falk Corp. is only one-half of a mammoth
support strut for a propeller shaft of an ocean freighter.

in fatality rates for these acci- uses of accidental death in both
dents.
color groups, the fatality rate
Fatal falls, which rank second from poisonous gas being paras the accidental cause of death ticularly high among nonwhite
among white women, begin to women at ages 35-54. Fatality
rise significantly at ages 35-44, rates from firearm accidents
and continue to be of increasing are strikingly higher among nonimportance at the older ages. whites than whites in every age
The death rate from fires and group.
explosions is consistently highAccording to National Health
er, however, than that from falls Survey data, more than 12.5 millamong nonwhite women in every ion women at the working ages
working age group.
each year are injured seriously
Poisoning by solids and liquids enough to require medical attenranks fourth with respect to the tion, or to be restricted in actiaccidental death rate at the work- vity for at least one day. Over
ing ages, and occurs most fre- half of these victims sustain
quently at ages 25 and older. their injuries in accidents which
Statisticians point out that by occur in and about the home,
contrast, drowning figures pro- and about one in ten at the place
minently as a cause of death of employment. Relatively few
of ages 15-19, especially among women lose their lives at work nonwhites.
about 50 such deaths per year
Poisonous gas and firearm being reported in non-transport
accidents also are important ca- accidents.

by Charles M. Schulz
°ORTEPmE ANP Now I
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..11415 WILL BRING 0156RAGE
4 HILL PON FARM .„
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KOD4.
RATES HIGH IN
EVERY CATEGORY

by Ernie Bushmiller

SQUARE YARD

Quality Hand and Feel
Ease of Cleaning
Spots and Stains Readily Removed

n with quick
door carpeting,
ess olef in fiber.
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Outstanding Resilience
Non-Allergenic
Excellent Abrasion Resistance
Quick Recovery From Crush Marks

HE

N ALL THE HisTORY oF THE
CAI'? HILL PUPPY FARM,NO ONE
i-t/ok EVER BEEN ORgERED TO
APPEAR BEFORE THE HEAD BEAGLE!!

You're sure to find Pine Manor to be everything
you want in a fine carpet Available in a whole
beautify and
of colors to
spectrum
complement your room decor. The expertty
random sheared loop pattern of Pine Manor
combines with quality construction features
such as; Dual Loc Bac to make this the carpet
buy of the year!
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LUX ICrLOOK

by R. Van Buren

stems from the fiber's "bulking power"
The beautiful bloom of carpet pile made with Kodel II
makes possible a deep, dense, more
11
Kodel
polyester.
which is greater than any other
-low random shears, plus,friezes or
high
as
styles
contemporary
such
in
pile
-your-money
fiber-for
distinction.
style
enhances
color
Saxonies. Fresh,rich, lasting
for nurseries.
ms and playrooms
,rich colors make
e inviting place to
rk, or just relax

SALE!

CALL TODAY

QUALITY FEEL

LONG WEARING

Run your hand over a carpet of Kodel II polyester. Push
Lack the pile against your fingers and you will fmd that this
lively fiber has the warm and inviting feel you associate with
fine carpeting. You be the judge'

The ability ofa carpet fiber to resist abrasion is a
direct measure of carpet life. Results of
accelerated abrasion tests clearly demonstrate
the ability of Kodel II to withstand the abrasive
action of typical household conditions.
including regular traffic, scuffing and cleaning.

To See Samples
In Your Home

2AUSE
IT GOES ss.kil'M NOT A DEADBEAT-- \
LOADED, AGAINST Ti4E AND NEITHER IS CHARLIE.
EN'T GOT GRAIN, POP„ AND SOONER OR LATER
1HE ROOF IS GOING TO
?VET'
BILL! SO
CAVE
WHILST
4I

I --MI • ,Art
$,Me••••

MIME PROPERTY
highly restricted neighbor150' x 250'. Beautiful
trees. Restful living in a
quiet atmosphere and nearness
to go& tennis and horse riding ES features of this residential area. Phone 753-7720.
0-15-C

'

Ken-Ten
BUILDING
SUPPLIES

—PANELINGNICE
for four
vember lit
ter 4:00 p.

HED apartment
Available Nohone 75E4108 at0-14-C

NICE
trailer for
college boys Phone 753-5108
TPC
after 5:00 p.
SIX-ROOM
merit, air con
ed Call 753-81

207 Maple Street
S3-65 3

CASH AND CARRY. Good 100%
Minn Pile carpet, $1.99 sq. yd.;
heavy cut pile, $3.95 sq. yd.;
heavy polyester fiber jute back,
$3.95 eq. yd.; Dupont 501, meets
or exceeds FHA, $395 sq. yd.;
Commercial type high density
rubber hack, 33.95 sq. yd.; Indoor-outdoor, 32.75 sq. yd.;
other indoor-outdoor, $3.95 sq
yd. Also remnants, bathroon
pieces, out off, hail runners
value's up to $7.95 eq. yd., our
Mice, $1.99 and $2.99 sq. yd.
While it lasts. Paschall's Discount House, Hazel, Ky. Phone
492-9733.
0-16-P

NICE COPPERSKIN sweet po
tonnes. Please bring your conbilled apart 1981 FALCON four door sedan. tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
carpet- Good condition. Corr* by and Kill. Phone 247-5283.
0-9-C
0-20-C see at 1609 Hamilton. 0-16-I'

Lil' Abner

by Al Ca7
IT'S THE FIINEST.f
— MY PERSONAL
LEAVINGS —

AUTOS POE SALE

/0-14

-BUTPORK/VOY
DOESN'T TRUST re
PEOPLE —
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SEEN & HEARD . .. Nixon Urges Senate To Kill

IState Finance Democrats

IContinuod From Page 1)

(Continued From Page 1)

(ContinuMl From Pees 1)

little difficult for us to include
In the next biennium," said Deputy Finance Commissioner
Lawrence Porgy.
Forgy made the statement
during a discussion of the KEA
program by the joint HouseSenate Interim Committee on
Appropriations and Finance.
"If ven adont this program."

Louie B. Nunn record in Calloway county Lassiter said that
Nunn had cancelled ail of the
plans to four lane highway 641
North exoept 2.9 miles. He
painted out that the four lane
of Main St. is four years
awe), meaning it will rant be
done under the Nunn edminiThe $300,000 spec& in

and need something to eat on
while you are walking around.
Just get a big hand full of them
and munch along, one at a time
Real crisp.
Every novo and then we have s
starved feeling for milk. Maybe we have a calcium deficiency
or something. Anyway when
Wt get this bankorine then. is

Free Choice Ammendment
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Nixon administration urged the
Senate today to kill Housepassed amendments approving
"freedom of choice" school assigninent systems and to rule
_ •
ifa.enirc.0
•-•1

cut off federal aid to college rioters and to colleges which fail
to crack down on rioters. He
said the proposals would play
into the hands of revolutionaries who "would like nothing
better than to shut down tilde

a'

.1.
;noel
Close
ttsti.

WHY WAIT
FOR THE
CARPETING
YOU'VE
ALWAYS
WANTED?

PIKES WIN AT MSU — Dean William G. Nash, vicwProsidant foi
Murray State University, prevents the Dean Nash Scholarship Trophy
P. Dan Miller, lienior from Murray and profile, ent of Pi Kappa Alpha fn
Pliers won the trophy for having a 239 overall scholastic average last
hIghost average of any of the campus fratern Nies. PI Kappa Alpha has
(Photo
trophy for ton of the 11 years it lees boon given

Today's
Stock Market

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Sewi
(Confine

everet
sop

BUY NOW AND SAVE
DURING OUR SPECIAL
ONE-WEEK

Federal State Market News
Service, 10-14-'69 Kertuclry Purchase Area Hrg Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipt's 1577 Head, Barrows
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
and Gilts 50 to 75e Lower;
opened strong today in brisk Sows, Steady to We.
turnover.
US 2-3 2)0-240 the $24.75-25.22,
Few 1-2 $25.50;
Belief that Washington is
moving faster toward a Viet- US 2-4 190-240 lbs 524.25-24.75;
nam cease-fire despite a vow US 2-4 240-260 lbs $.23.75-2425;
not to be influenced by the US 3-4 260-10 lbs 523.25-23.75;
moratorium set for Wednesday SOWS:
could help extend Monday's US 1-2 270-350 lbs $22.00-22.50,
Few $23.00;
sharp advance. However, there
is some feeling that profit US 1-3 300-550 lbs 521.00-22.00;
taking could soon enter the US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-21.00.
picture.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI
indicator
marketwide
showed a gain of 1.18 per cent
on 336 issues crossing the tape.
There were 211 advances, and
40 declines.
Motors and electronics were
firm, while oils moved irregularly. Steels edged higher.
rose 3/11 to
General Motors
72½, while Chrysler climbed
% to 385'8.
Xerox traded a block of 23,000
shares at 1021/4 up 1'/B, Lykes.
Youngstown 25,000 shares at
1478 up %, Whittaker Corp.
16,600 shares at 24% up 3.4, and
AMK corp. 12,700 shares and
another of 49,100 shares, both
at 30 up ½. Bath Industries
added 1 /8 to 21 on a block of
10,000 shares.
In the oils, Occidental traded
a block of 10,900 shares at 26%
up 112, and Texaco 15,300 shares
at 32% off 1/s. Atlantic Richfield
rose 1/
1
2, but Standard
1
2 to 101/
of Ohio eased % to 95/
1
2.
Among the electronics, National Cash Register picked up
% to 1501,4, and Honeywell lk to
146%. Sperry Rand gained % to
44%, and Fairchild Camera 1
to 85.
U.S. Steel was unchanged at
37, while Bethlehem gained 14
to 29/8.
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ADMISSIONS
ized SH11
Betty Dodd, 913 North 18th, Murray ik
Murray; Annie Stalls, Rte. 2, sewing ot
Hazel; Denise Duncan, Rte. 5, present It
Benton; Clarence Cross, Rte, Adams ea
lion to d
1, Hardin; Somonia Spann, 502
for the et
South 2nd, Murray; Herbert New- sewing b
berry, Rte. 1, Almo; Cedilla the same
Cope, 215 South 11th, Murray; service ft
Elvis Lamb, Rte. 1, Kirksey; known.
Wyonnona Brim, Rte. 2, Murray; Gerald Richardson, Rte. 3,
Murray, Nannie Lovins,I415 Poplar, Murray; Chesley Adams,
Rte. 3, Murray; May Andrus, Four p
1108 Poplar, Murray; Will Evans, the Murr
Rte. 6, Murray; Ruby Lampkins, yesterday
were two
513 South 16th, Murray.
toxicated
cense on
DISMISSALS
ness, and

DU PONT
1501

-

FOR LONG
WEAR...
LONG
LASTING
APPEARANCE!

SUN
PLUSH

FABULOUS NEW "NYLON L"

FEDERAL HILL
501 NYLON CARPETING

Barwick's new tip-sheared, hi-lo patterned carpet provides
the type of performance usually found in much higher
priced fabrics. It's soft, sculptured pattern, combined with
decorator coloring will give your home a "Warmth and
Depth" to make every room,a hospitality center! Available
in today's ten most popular colors!

-

LPUFF
k

BATHROOM
CARPETING

The ultimate in bathroom luxury! Nylpuff is a luxuriously soft cut-pile
plush carpet with a washed velvet appearance Made of 100% nylon
with a polyurethane backing, Nylpuff is completely machine washable.
Fifteen colors for bathroom brilliance!

DURING THIS SPECIAL SALE,
YOU CAN CARPET THE AVERAGE
BATHROOM FOR UNDER $30.001
CALL TODAY FOR
A FREE ESTIMATE
Our carpet expert will gladly provide you
with complete cost information.., and, if you
with, show you the entire selection of
One-Week Only carpet specials.
No
obligation,of course.

ALL MUST GO BEFORE COLD WEAT

PURDOM'S, INC.
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Co., 302
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753-8702.

202 So. 5th

EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE

MURRAY, KY.
Phone 753-4872
"We service what we sell"
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'350.00
'100.00
'250.00
'125.00

LOTS OF LATE MODEL USED CARS.
SOME GOOD USED PICKUPS

HATCHER AUTO SALES
•
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This cut-pile carpet features Barwick's velvet plush finish
that has the look of $12 per yard carpet. "Nylon L" fiber
virtually eliminates static electricity. Available in a wide
range of colors for every application.
•

QUALITY- LOW PRICED Ci

515 SOUTH 12th STREET
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'67 FORD Cortina 2-Door
964
DODGE. Power steering and brakes. _ _ _
'64 OLDS 98 4-Door. Power and air.
'63 MERCURY. 4-Door.
'62 FORD Econoline Van
'62 FORD 4-Door. V-8, stick.
'61 FORD Galaxie 500 4-Door.
'60 CHEVY 4-Door. Like new.
'60 DODGE 4-Door. 6-cylinder.
'59 OLDS 98 4-Door. Air.
'60 FALCON 4-Door. Black

for . •-•
this
JUST

ONE WEEK
SPECIALS!

Hospital Report

Ola Kendall, Rte. 5, Murray;
Pam Young, Rte. 2, Murray;
Anna Lassiter, 1003 Fairlane,
Murray; Lorene Falwell, Rte,
6, Murray; Beatrice Stone, 203
Maple St., Murray; Geraldine
Blankship, Rte. 3, Murray; Irene
Dick, Rte. 4, Murray; Marion
Hudson, 908 North 16th, Murray;

This .
the
Very
well o
lees o
UNIQ
brick
2 bath

Tiros is a 100% DuPont continuous filament nylon
carpet with the superior wear and stain resistant
qualities of this famous fabric. Soft, sculptured
hi-lo pattern in 15 gorgeous new colors. Available
in 12 and 15 foot widths.

lck
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house,
high
Plat.
7
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brick,

TIROS 501 NYLON CARPETING

TIROS. SUN PLUSH OR
FEDERAL HILL CARPETS

FAIR WEATHER Sit

1

Three of Barwick's finest carpets
now offered at One Low Price!

OA wore reasonawitirwage and price increases
had died because government
had failed to do its part by
holding down its own spending
Nixon said he has cut the
federal budget by $7 billion,
imposed monetary restraints
though they actually were implemented by the independent
Federal Reserve and had asked
Congress for an extension of
the 10 per cent income tax surcharge.
In recent days administration
officials have pointed to signs—
sometimes "painful" ones —
that the economy is cooling off.
In September unemployment
rose to 4 per cent — the sharpest increase in nine years.
Stock prices havP fallen, housingpconstruction is down and
there is slower overall growth
In the economy.
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L ESTATE FOR SAJJA

TV SERVICE CENTER
HOME OF BEAUTIFUL

ACRES ground, seven
house, all kinds outbuild, plenty of good water.
Close to black-top. Pond hill of
fish. Sell at a good price. Phone
7534837.
0-20-P
U.S.

10

:ce!

N L"
t plush finish
Nylon 1" fiber
able in a wide

•

low Se_ •

GE
01

Shop and Compare . . .
Quality, Price and Warranty

••-•••

18 Months Free Home Service
. . . Not 1-Year!
Big Discount On All '70 Model TVs
FAST, HONEST 8 RELIABLE REPAIR SERVICE
EXPERTS ON COLOR
Phone 753-5865
312 North 4th Street

POR SALE

WORRIED about money for
Christmas or special occasions?
Work at your own convenience.
Six Hours per week. Phone
753-3056.
0-15-C

1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' x 4W,
located at University Heights
Trailer Court. Phone 751142E1
0-13-C
after 1010 a. or.

A WELL designed exterier and
interior 3-bedroomn brick with
2 large baths, fireplace in the
family resell, bUiit4n applian
•ves in kitchen, double garage
plus storage area. Blacktop
driveway. Bargain at $27,000.
A 1 YEAR OLD brick just outside the city limits. 3 bedrooms,
14 baths, central heat and air
conditioning. Appliances in the
kitchen. Attached garege. Priced at only $19,500.
A 3-BEDROOM frame in very
good condition. Carpets and
&Veit, fireplace, central airconditioning. Also a real tdre
20' x 60' building with a garage, centrally heated. Ideal for
almost any kirid of home workshoe. Let us show you this
place and make us an offer.
JUST OUTSIDE the city limits, a finished full basement
with 3 bedrooms, bath room and
a carport. Also, a 3-car garage
perfect for an auto repair or
clean up Mop.
2-BEDROOM located close to
down town. Good condition,
electric heat, $10,500.
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre
on a blacktop road located about 2 miles from Murray. Carpeted, air-corxiitiened, and attached garage. Just $9,000.
190 ACRE farm War New Concord. Well fenced, new pump
and well. Excellent cattle farm.
Located adjacent to a lake development.
WE HAVE many excellent
building lots in desirable locations; several are wooded. Come
by our office at 502 Maple or
call us at any time to discus
your Real &tate needs. We appreciate your business.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Kentucky, Phone
753-4342;
Home phonea: Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan,
753-4078; W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
753-8702.
H-0-1
BY
Two-oearoo
OWNER:
frame house. Electric heat, fenced in heck yard, close to University and grade school. Phone
TFC
753-8719.

WANTED
The Celotex
Corporation
has an outstanding growth
opportunity for a graduate
accountant. If interested,
send your resume or valge
to:

Multi-Plant Co.
P. 0. Box 1090,
Paris, Tenn. 38242
An equal opportunity
employer
0-18-C
MEN WANTEDIn This Area to Train As

LIVESTOCK
BUYER
Learn to buy cattle, hogs, veal
and lambs at sale barns, and
direct from farms We prefer to
train men with farm or livestock
experience For local Interview
write giving age, phone and
background to National Institute of Meat Packing, Box
14063, Clevela.nd, Ohio 44114
itc

SERVICES

OFFERED

Ns Jobs to Small or Large
I' be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

A. Z. FARLEY;
Phone 7534502
liftmen II:00 a. nu and
500 o. na.

86 ACRE FARM, 24 miles north
of Lynn Grove on black top.
Ras 71 acres tendable land,
NOTICE
dark air-cured, Burley tobacco
base, 40 acres of good jap. LADIES: Earn free Beeline
Phone 435-4313 or 435-5225.
fashicars for Christmas. Phone
0-14-C 753-8939.
0-17C
CE PROPERTY, large lot
y restricted neighbor150' x 250'. Beautiful
trees. Restful living in a
quiet
sphere and nearness
to • tennis and horse riding a features of thts residential *ree. Phone 753-7720.
0-15-C
RENT
11.411
apartment
NICE
Available Nofor four
vember 1st hoot 7584108 af0-14-C
ter 4:00 p. di.

NICK
college boys
after 6:00 p.
SIX-ROOM uf
ment, Mr con
ed Call 753-81

trailer for
see 753-5108
TIC

HAY: Eleven acres of good
clean Dip hay. For sale on the
stump. Lee Bolen, Kirkaey, 4890-14C
3741.
LAFAYETTE HS 400 CB, 23
channel base or mobile radio
and super magnum antenna, 40
ft. steel antenna pole, 100 ft
coaxial cable and mobile magnum trunk mount antenna.
Phone Al Kipp 753-8092
0-15-NC
COPPER SKIN and Centennial
sweet potatoes. $2.50 per bu.,
bring your containers. 1/4 mile
south of Hazel on Hwy 641
south. J. C. Rumen 408-8578.
0-14-C

Ken-Ten
BUILDING
SUPPLIES

=PANELING207 Maple Street
7 5 3 - 6503

4101*

ma

F.,

ONE DINING ROOM suite with
six chairs, living room suite,
bedroom suite, two oil stoves,
an electric stove, a refrigerator
and some lamps. Phone 4350-14C
4950.
COAT, size 16, like new, $15.00.
Dress, size 18, $4.00 See at
0-14-C
1904 Sycamore St

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

AUTOMATIC WASHER and
dryer, both $175.00. Phone 7530-14-C
8719.

YOU DID IT!!
YOU REPORTED
SNOOK TO THE
HEAP BEAGLE!

IT WAS HIS OWN FAULT 1
HE NEVER WANTED TO 60
RABBiT CHASING WITH E!

SHE REPORTEDME AND NOW I
HAVE TO APPEAR BEFORE THE HEAD
BEAGLE..THIS WILL BRING 2iS6RACE
UPON THE DAISY HILL PUPPY FARM „.
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by Ernie Busluttiller

Nancy

FEMALE BLACK and silver
German Shepherd, 1% years
old. Will make excellent guard
dog. Has been spayed and has
shots. $15.00. Phone 753-3794.
0-16-P

IN ALL THE HISTORY OF THE
PAILe HILL PUPPY FARM , NO ONE
HAS EVER BUN ORDERED lb
APPEAR BEFORE THE HEAP BEAGLE!!

•
•

ANTIQUES: Civil war 1855
sabre, $45.00. 1884 U. S. Springfield 45-70 rifle, $75.00. Wall
clock, $55.00. Kitchen clock,
$45.00. 753-7683 after 5:00 p.
0-14-P [
-THERE'S

CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy
PROFESSIONAL resident- to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
ial painting. Brush., roll, spray. electric shampooer $1. Big K.
References. Free
estimates
0-18-C
Phone 733-3486.
Oct. 21-C
TESTED and approved by milFLOORS CLEANED, waxed, lions of homemakers. Blue Lusbuffed, home or office. By day tre carpet cleaner is tops. Westweek or month. Window clean- ern Auto. Home of "The Wish
TIC lag Well".
ing. Call 753-3006.
0-15-C
WILL CONTRACT new houses. 1969 HONDA, 450, 3,000 miles.
General repair work and addi- Mime 753-8482 after 5:00 p. m.
tions. Phone 753-3368. N-14-C
0-20-C
MIDDLE-AGE man, good educa- HONDA 90, 1,500 miles. Bought
tion, needs light work. Part or new in May. Phone 753-6877.
full time. Phone 435-4482.
0-16-C
0-16-P

LICK TOP PAVING

NEW YORK, N.Y.-More than
15,000 women of working age lost
their lives in accidents in the
United States during 1966 - half
as many again as in 1958. The
4141
e 11r "ae
accidental death rate in the 15.
64 age range rose by over a
111110111110:151a1111111.
third during the period since
1958, climbing from 19.3 to 25.8
per 100,000. Statisticians point
out that the serious role of these
,A,-,swer to Yesterday's Puzzle
accidents in female mortality
is underscored by the fact that
OGO 00 0000M
only the cardiovascular disease
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Our CURT1S-MATHES Has Total
Automatic Colorl

HELP WANTED

Dutch births off

THE 11:11;1 E (UPI) - Tilt
21 FT. CILRISCR.AFT cabin
cruiser. 85 HP motor with tell- birth rate in Holland has been
er, $1,100.00. Phone 753-8674. going down since 1964, and in
0-16-C 1968 it reached 18.6 births per
1,000 persons, compared with
ONE GENTLE Quarter Horse, 18.9 in 1%7. The surplus of
Palomino
one
12 years old,
births over deaths last year was
mare, agile and fast, 5 years 132,200, aleillt 6,500
less tli.tri
old; one pony, gentle around in 1967.
children. Call Jim Bryant, 7530-18-C
5532.

Only CURTIS-MATHES gives you the 8-Year Pro-Rate
Picture Tube Warranty, 2 Full Years-6 Years Pro-Rate.
Yes .

ONE OF THE finest homes in
the Murray area. A 4-bedroom
brick,
story Colonial on a
amatifal lot over 1 acre in size.
This outstanding home has all
the featured you would want.
Very tastefully decorated and
well planned. Can be bought for
less than its replacement value.
UNIQUELY STYLED 3-bedroom
brick with formal dining room,
2 bath rooms, beautiful kitchen
cabinets, double garage. See us
for details and make a bid on
this exceilent buy.
JUST LISTED, an extra nice
2-bedroom brick within walking distance of the MSU campus. Nice neighborhood, transferable FHA loan. Only $14,250.
QUALITY constructed 3-bed
room frame in Keenedand Subdivision. Very spacious family
room and kitchen with all ap
pliarices. Carpeted throughout
1% baths. This house is one year
old and has been kept like new
Owner has moved from Mur
ray. Immediate possession. Priced right--make us a bid.

t cut pile
nylon
ashable.

TV, and STEREOS

BY OWNER: Three-became:1
house, near town, hospital and
high school. Fenced ki back
yard, carpeted, built-ins. Phone
753-5330.
0-16-C

:rpets

-

CURT1S-MATHES

TUF.SOAY -OCTOBER 14. 1969

Over 15,000
Women Die
In Accidents

FOE SALM

NOTICE

LAUNDRY end dry cleanincluding buikting, in west
city. Priced to salL
Byerfinder, Sikeston,
ITC
.
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Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Burern
YA SEE, KIDS, PEOPLE ARE
SUCKERS FOR A GLI-TTERIN' FRONT-LAKE x CHARLIE'S ROLLS HOVCE.
THEY FIGGER WE'RE SO
RICH WE CAN HACK
AROUND IN CRUMMY
CLOTHES AND
FORGET T' PAY
OUR BILLS„

4."

1957 CHEVROLET 283, threespeed. In good condition. Also
four Efeagle puppies, two months old. Phone 753-3599 after
0-16-C
6:00 p. m.

IT GOES s'
AN' BECAUSE
1'/I'M NOT A DEADBEAT- WE'RE SO LOADED, AGAINST THE AND NEiTHER 15 CHARLIE.
THEY HAVEN'T GOT GRAIN, POP,„ AND SOONER OR LATER.
-THE ROOF IS GOi NG 10
THE NERVE T'
CAVE IN.'
HAND US A BILL!50
LIVE IT UP WHILST
4'•
YER CAN!

NEW TOASTMASTER electric
heater, $15.00. Phone 753-8053.
0-16-C
BALDWIN PIANOS and orgies
Rent or buy. Lonardo MOO CO.
Your complete music store.
Across from poet office, Park
Tenn
H-0-16-C
CASH AND CARRY. Good 100%
nylon pile carpet, $1.99 sq. yd.;
heavy cut pile, $3.95 sq- Yd.;
heavy polyester fiber jute back,
$3-95 eq. yd.; Dupora 501, meets
or exceeds FHA, $3.96 sq. yd.;
Commercial type high density
rubber back, $3.96 sq. yd.; Ise
door-outdoor, $2.75 sq. yd.;
other indoor-outdoor, $3.95 sq
yd. Also roommate, hathroon
pieces, cut off, hell runners
values up to $7.95 eq. yd., our
price, $1.99 and $2.99 sq. yd.
While it lasts. Paschall's Discount House, Hazel, Ky. Phone
492-9733.
0-18-P

NICE COPPERSJCEN sweet po
bathes. Please bring your conished apart- 1961 FALCON four door sedan. tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
carpet- Good condition. Come by and Mill. Phone 247-5283.
04-C
0-20-C see at 1609 Hamilton 0-16-P
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Ken
And
Henry Ward
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The selection of Henry Ward as president of the Kentucky Independent College Foundation was announced today by William H.
Neal, chairman of the board of
trustees of the foundation.
Ward is now publisher of the
Paducah Sun-Democrat He was
the Democratic nominee for
governor in 1967, and is a forHER FAULT—Mrs. Robert J.
mer state commisaioner of highSmith points to an earthways and commissioner of conquake fault break on her
aervatian, and was a long-time
property in Healdsburg,
state legislator.
The Kentucky Independent Calif. The Smiths noticed
College Foundation was organ- the crack, which- runs for'
ized in 1952, and its primary
about 200 yards, after series
purpose is to coardinate the seof tremors hit California.
curing of grants and contributions and their distribution to
the 14 non-tax-supported colleges of Kentucky. It also provides
a vehicle by which these colleges may exapnci their re
sources, conserve their funds
and improve their programs. Its
office is in Louisville.
"The foundation is pleased
to enlist Henry Ward in this
program, -Mr. Neal said. He is
one of the foremost figures in
Kentucky in governroental and Graduate Record Examinations
civic affairs, and has an ideal for undergraduates and other
background in promotion and persons preparing to enroll in
administration to give leader- graduate school have been scheship to the foundation."
duled for six dates during the
The colleges which now parcurrent academic year at Murproion
foundat
the
in
ticipate
ray State University's testing
grain are: Asbury College, Wilcenter.
Colline
more; BellarmineUrsu
first testing date is Oct.
lege, Louisville; Berea College, , The
scores to be reported
Bern; Brescia College, Owens- 25, with
e schools before Dec.
graduat
,
to
College
lsville
Campbel
boro;
,
College
1.
Centre
Campbellsville;
TestDanville; Cumberland College, Prepared by Educational
Williamsburg; Georgetown Col- ing Service, the examinations
lege, Georgebown; Kentucky are required for admission to
WeeleYala College, Oweesboro; some graduate programs at some
Pikeville College, Pikeville; universities. The other five test
Spalding College, Louisville; dates during the year are Dec.13,
Mamas More College, Coving- 1969; and Jan. 17, Feb. 28, April
ton; Transylvania College, Lex- 25 and July 11, 1970.
ington, and Union College, BarStudents planning to register
bourville.
for the October test 'date must
"Nothing is more important to apply to ETS before Oct. 7 or
Kentucky's future than educa- incur a $3 late registration and
tion, and the independent col- must submit an application beleges play a vital role in that fore Oct. 10 to insure that it will
program," Ward said. "They be processed.
fill a unique place in the field
Choice of test dates should be
of higher education, and give determined by the requirements
their students the type of per- of graduate schools or fellowsonal, quality attention which
ships to which one is applying.
is not possible in the giant uniare usually reported to
Scores
import
versities of today. The
schools five weeks after
e
graduat
ante of this is more than ever
date.
evidenced by the unrest which the test
Record Examinations
has disturbed -many of the large Graduate
test of general
aptitude
an
include
institutions."
Ward was a newspaperman scholastic ability and advanced
from 1928 until 1948 in his na- tests measuring achievement in
tive Paducah. He became a 21 major fields of study. The enmember of the Kentucky House tire testing session takes approxof Representatives at only 24 imately six hours — three in the
years of age in 1934, and serv- morning and three in the aftered in the House five terms. He noon.
was majority leader in the
Full details and registration
House for two terms. He served forms for the GRE are contained
in the State Senate in the 1946 in the 1969-70 "Bulletins of Inand 1948 sessions.
formation for Candidates." The
Because he had organized a bulletin also contains forms and
campaign to develop a Kentucky instructions for requesting trastate park system, Ward was nscript service on GRE scores
named commissioner of conger- already on file with ETS.
vation in 1948 by Governor
Bulletins and application forEarle C. Clements, and served ms are available at the Murray
in that position for eight years.
State Testing Center, Room 350,
It was during this period that
Education Building, or may be
r
what is known as the modern
from Educational Testordered
state park system was develop, Box 955, Princeton,
ed. Ward also was chairman of ing Service
the state park board during the N.J. ,98540.
administration of Governor Bert
Combs.
SEOUL (UPI)—South Korean
Ward was an assistant to Sen- troops fought a 40-minute battle
ator Clements in Washington with three Communist North
in 1956, and in 1957 was engag- Korean infiltrators Sunday in
ed there in private public rela- the
of the
part
central
tions work. He served se gen- Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) and
invaders, the
eral manager of the Louisville killed two of the
Chamber of CoTTIMPICe for three government said. The South
years. and was named state com- Koreans suffered two wounded
missioner of highwavs in MO In the clash 45 miles north of
by tiovernor Combs, and reap- Seoul.
pointed by Governor Edward
T Breathitt. He held this posi- Commission.
tion for six years, a record
He was recognized as the
tenure He won the Democratic, "Outstanding Young Man" in
nomination for governor in May, Paducah in 1933, "Outstanding
1967. but last the fins/ election Young Man in Kentucky" in
in November to Governor Louie 1942, the Kentucky Press AsN urn.
sociation "Man of the Year"
While serving as commission- in 1954; WHAS "Kentuckian of
er of conservation, Ward wits the Year" in 1963; and was re
an ex-officio member of the cipient of the Distinguished SerOhio River Valley Water Sani- vice Award of the National
tation Conuniasion for eight Limestone Institute in 1987.
Years, and its chairman ar 1951;
Ward succeeds Thomas N.
chairman of the Kentucky Flood Watkins, of Anchorage, who sufthe
Control Board chairman of
fered s fate/ heart attack SepKentucky Water Pollution Con- tember 13. His appointment will
trol Commission, and chairman be effective October 13,
of the Kenta( ky strip mining
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20 Gallon Plastic

DISH PANS, WASTE CANS
BUCKETS, CUTLERY
TRAYS, SERVING
BOWLS, AND
MANY OTHERS

69c value
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LOPING.
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• BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

OPEN
9 A.M. To 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
1:00 P.M. To 6 P.M. SUNDAYS
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